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Resumo

As empresas de base tecnológica são caracterizadas pela incerteza porque não há forma de prever o que acontecerá no futuro. Os investimentos feitos em novas empresas são típicamente irreversíveis, mas podem ser diferidos por algum tempo. Estes fatores estimulam o uso de técnicas mais avançadas de análise de investimento para obter uma avaliação mais precisa dos investimentos semente.

A perspetiva do investimento faseado leva a investimentos num protótipo, cujo valor é inferior a um investimento na totalidade. Se as condições observadas forem favoráveis, uma opção de expansão pode então ser considerada. Tal decisão teria base na informação gerada pelo investimento semente, que reduz a incerteza inerente ao projeto.

Este trabalho fornece um enquadramento para determinar o valor ótimo do investimento semente numa empresa de base tecnológica, reduzindo o capital exposto e planificando o calendário de investimento. Além disso, este trabalho valida os resultados com recurso à simulação de Monte Carlo. O modelo de investimento faseado com uso do filtro de Kalman antecipa a definição do melhor momento de investimento. Considerando as condições do mercado no qual a Paydiant se integra, o modelo acaba por antecipar a decisão de investimento.

Palavras-chave: Opções Reais, Investimento Semente, Filtro de Kalman, Monte Carlo, Pagamentos Móveis por Proximidade, Paydiant.
Abstract

New technology based companies such as Paydiant are characterized by uncertainty since there is no way of predicting what will undoubtedly happen in the future. Investments made in new companies are typically irreversible, or at least partially, but can be delayed for a determined amount of time. These factors stimulate the use of new analysis methods for a more precise valuation of their seed investments.

Taking a phased investment approach may lead to lower initial investment values, hence reducing the amount of capital at risk. If conditions prove to be favorable, an expansion option could be considered. Such decision would be based upon new data obtained by the seed investment and therefore under a reduced level of uncertainty. In addition, a good market performance and a reduced volatility could anticipate the decision to invest. To sum up, the use of a seed investment with an appropriate size would require less initial capital and at the same time have an uncertainty reducing effect.

This study provides a framework for determining the optimal value of the seed capital investment in technology based projects, reducing the capital exposure and planning the investment schedule. Furthermore, it validates the theoretical results from the models through Monte Carlo simulation. The phased investment model with Kalman filter allows for the anticipation of the best timing of investment. Considering Paydiant’s market assumptions, the model leads to the anticipation of the investment.

Keywords: Real Options, Seed Investment, Kalman Filter, Monte Carlo, Mobile Proximity Payments, Paydiant.
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Greek symbols

$\alpha, \alpha_s$  Market trend rate coefficient, statistical significance.

$\beta$  Positive root of the quadratic partial differential equation.

$\delta$  Option delta, convenience yield.

$\epsilon_t$  White noise.

$\mu$  Mean value of the sample.

$\Omega$  Average value per transaction.

$\Pi(\bullet, \bullet)$  Cash flow function.

$\rho$  Expected rate of return.

$\sigma$  Standard deviation.

$\theta$  Stochastic variable, hedged capacity.

$\theta_0$  Initial hedged capacity.

Roman symbols

$A$  Value of the underlying asset.

$a$  Investment function coefficient, setup cost.

$b$  Cost per each transaction processed.

$C$  Cash outflow; value of the call option.

$c, k$  Fixed cost function coefficients.

$D$  Transaction demand.


$F(\bullet, \bullet)$  Value of the option.

$G(\bullet, \bullet)$  Processing capacity cost function.
$H_t$  Observed value in $t$.

$I, I(\bullet)$ Investment function, setup cost for a given size.

$K$  Processing Capacity.

$K_0$  Smallest seed investment transaction processing capacity.

$K_m$  Minimum Processing Capacity.

$m$  Margin per each transaction processed.

$p$  Risk neutral probability, revenue from each transaction processed.

$R$  Cash inflow.

$r$  Minimum acceptable rate of return, risk-free rate.

$S_t$  Conditional variance.

$s_x$  Standard deviation of the sample.

$T, t$  Maturity, time.

$V, V_t, V(\bullet, \bullet)$ Value of the investment project at time $t$.

$W, X$  Wiener process.

$X$  Option strike price.

$Z_t$  Representative function of the cumulative observations.

**Subscripts**

$s, p, k$  Investment model: single, phased and with Kalman filter.

$t$  In a given time $t$.

$u, d$  Up and down movements.

**Superscripts**

*  Optimal value.
Chapter 1

Introduction to Technology Based Investments

1.1 Motivation and Relevance

During the 90’s industrial and natural resource giants were the largest companies in terms of market capitalization (Damodaran, 2001). However, at the beginning of 2000 there was a shift towards technology based companies where six of the ten largest firms were technology based\(^1\). This shift was preceded by the information technology bubble, where investors poured money into technology based firms in the hope that they would become profitable. During this period, the NASDAQ\(^2\) composite index rose from 776.80 to 4696.69, a 605% increase heavily influenced by prices in high-technology stocks (Galbraith & Hale, 2003).

The development of technology based projects goes through a sieve of technical tests, capable of measuring the value of the idea behind it. One of the tests the project must pass is the market, where the acceptance of the project output is evaluated among the consumers, typically with the use of prototypes. In these tests the value of the technological innovation and the amount of investment needed for the success of the project is settled.

Seed capital investments usually happen after the prototype phase, where the amount of capital to be invested depends on the number of failures in the prototype. A fast evolution of the prototype usually means a greater support from a Venture Capital company and a greater likelihood of passage into production phase.

Dolan and Giffen (1988) argue that the determination of the seed-capital investment needed for a new project is not only important for big companies but also for small entrepreneurs. New ventures, particularly those in high-risk sectors, lack of appropriate management skills and have difficulties accessing seed-capital financing. Ironically, successful start-ups in these areas make significant contributions to economic diversity and employment\(^3\).

---

\(^1\)By January 2000 Cisco, Microsoft, Oracle, Intel, IBM and Lucent where among the ten largest firms in the U.S.A.
\(^2\)National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations.
\(^3\)NVCA. ‘Venture Impact: The Economic Importance of Venture Capital-Backed Companies to the US Economy’, 2011.
In the United States, the success of venture capital–supported companies like Microsoft and Apple fueled further success. Chip maker Intel, for instance, has its own venture capital arm. Intel Capital has gone on to seed-fund companies like Research In Motion, the company behind the development of the BlackBerry. The National Venture Capital Association in the U.S.A. states venture capital-backed companies employ more than twelve million people (around 11% of private sector employment) and generate nearly three trillion dollars in revenue (around 21% of U.S.A. Gross Domestic Product).4

Apple Inc.'s recent innovative projects, the iPhone and the iPad, are another case of success. In July 2011 Apple managed to have an operating cash balance greater than that of the U.S.A. government.5 Its Third Quarter report on the same month announced a record quarterly net profit of $7.31 billion. During this quarter the company sold 20.34 million iPhones, representing a 142% growth over a year ago. The same report mentioned a 183% growth on its iPad sales, its most innovative gadget.6

However, the lack of proper analysis and valuation techniques may contribute to a lackluster return on investment on start-ups. Examples of these were widely present in the information technology boom and bust in the late 90’s; Boo.com spent $188 million in just six months in an attempt to create a global fashion store, filing bankruptcy later on.7 Another example was that of The Learning Company, purchased by Mattel in 1999 for $3.5 billion and sold a year later for only $27.3 million.8

Innovation continues to transform the mobile phone industry at an astounding pace. The smartphones processing speed and connectivity are being constantly improved, becoming efficient multi-utility pocket PCs. This evolution prompted the incorporation of other technologies into the devices, such as Global Positioning System and Near Field Communication, and the development of a huge number of applications with varying goals.

The electronic payment industry has been on the rise over the years. In 2005 it represented over 49% of all the volume transacted in the United States, while in 2010 it accounted for 61%.9 On the other hand, the use of cash has had a slight decline over the same period, representing only 19% of the volume transacted (from 21% in 2005), while the use of checks declined from 28% to 18%. As a result, the payment processing industry has become an alluring target for companies such as Paydiant, who intend to tap into this industry which accounts for thousands of billions of dollars.

1.2 Problem Definition

The market of products or services provided by an innovative idea is typically unknown. An initial investment on an Information Technology or Research and Development project serves as a way of collecting information about the market targeted (Cukierman, 1980; Demers, 1991; Luehrman, 1998). This information allows for a better management of investment or deferral decisions, which help avoiding over-sizing or under-sizing the production output.

---
4See footnote 3.
6Apple Inc Third Quarter Results Report, July, 2011.
By exploring the relationship between seed-capital investment and its uncertainty reducing effect, we can try to minimize the cost of the initial investment in a technology based project. Investing in a traditional way, i.e. using traditional methods such as discounted cash flows, would force us to commit a bigger amount of capital. In addition, these methods also fail to capture the intrinsic value of flexibility (Koller et al., 2005).

Since technology based projects are typically characterized by uncertainty, managers may take advantage of the responding market and adapt accordingly, turning it into a highly profitable venture (Neelly & Neufville, 2001). Moreover, a phased investment strategy combined with managerial flexibility reduces the risk of the endeavor and as a result, there is less capital exposure if the profitability turns out to be lackluster.

When dealing with a new product or service we must take into account uncertainties in production and commercialization. These could be defined as the lack of market information, production techniques or raw materials used. Any financial attempt to gather market information or production improvements represents a risk to the economic viability of the project. This risk is defined by the technical uncertainty on production and economic uncertainty on commercialization (Lopes, 2007).

Technical uncertainty can be reduced by what is called learning by doing: investing in order to find the right materials and improve techniques. Numerous authors argue that the technical uncertainty decreases as time goes by, without the project manager intervention (Bernanke, 1983; Demers, 1991; Dixit & Pindyck, 1994; Kulatilaka & Perotti, 1998; Grenadier, 1999). However, economic uncertainty can be reduced by either observing the market behavior from the outside - learning by waiting - or by investing. An initial small investment may reduce or eliminate this uncertainty by providing information about the market behavior (Luehrman, 1998). Using this information, the manager may estimate the time and size of the expansion, expanding the production output gradually until it accommodates the real demand (Demers, 1991). However, this information may also point to the anticipation of the investment decision due to the competition (Grenadier, 1999).

Valuing Information Technology (IT) projects is a particularly challenging task because there are many factors that affect their payoffs and costs. They usually involve the acquisition or development of multiple assets of different nature, such as infrastructure and application software, that might have little or no value unless other assets are present. Even when the benefits of a particular asset can be isolated from other decisions taken with respect to the IT infrastructure, the benefits and costs of an IT project have a high degree of uncertainty because their realization is affected by multiple organizational elements. There are also multiple alternatives for the development of projects that imply different phases and cost schemes. Choosing among these alternatives has implications on the options available for the project manager once the project has started (Schwartz & Zozaya-Gorostiza, 2000).

The purpose of this work is to provide a framework which determines the critical values of the seed capital investment in technology based projects, reducing the risk and planning the investment schedule. We propose to validate a two phased investment model based on a Real Options approach by applying it to our case study. This model works on the premise that the seed investment has an uncertainty reducing effect. By exploring this uncertainty reducing effect it will provide the critical timing of the investment.
Afterwards it will attempt to determine an adequate amount of seed capital needed to maximize the investment.

1.3 Document Structure

The next chapter, New Tech-Based Investment’s Literature Review, describes the critical points of knowledge related to the valuation techniques in technology-based start-ups. It defines the new technology-based company concept, provides the life-cycle perspective and introduces some valuation models. Due to the limitations of the traditional models, we will consider a model based on Real Options theory. Hence we also describe in detail the basic concepts and relevant models that are related to a Real Options approach. Chapter 3 then describes the methodological approach to the case study, with an introduction to the investment models and the three investment models we will consider: the single investment model, the phased investment model, and the phased investment model with the Kalman filter. Next, in chapter 4, we describe our case study, Paydiant, and its market. We also present the assumptions required in the valuation and then the outcomes from the models. Finally, chapter 5 states our conclusions.
Chapter 2

New Tech-Based Investment’s Literature Review

2.1 Valuation Framework Definition

The following paragraphs define the terms and introduce us to some models relevant to this research. Technological innovation projects are typically done by technology based firms. The seed investments are, by definition, made at a specific stage of a firm’s life-cycle. Subsection 1 starts by defining these technology based firms. Subsection 2 describes the typical firms’ life-cycles, and subsection 3 concludes with an introduction to some valuation models.

2.1.1 Defining a New Technology Based Firm

The term New Technology Based Firm (NTBF) seems to have been coined by the Arthur D. Little Group, who defined it as “an independently owned business established for not more than 25 years and based on the exploitation of an invention or technological innovation which implies substantial technological risks” (Little, 1977). Over the decades, this definition has been vastly extended and therefore we should start by defining other similar forms of organizations: start-ups, spin-offs and Small and Medium Enterprises (SME).

A start-up is the name given to a company which is in its initiation phase. A wide definition of start-ups encompasses all firms in an early life-cycle phase, and may also refer to recently incorporated enterprises characterized through a high level of dynamics and future orientation (Hommel & Knecht, 2002).

A spin-off is a particular type of start-up that originates out of an existing organization, such as a university, government agency or a company. The spin-off firm is typically associated with a technology transfer, manpower and other resources (Gassman et al., 2003).

A SME is the result of a surviving start-up at some point in time, depending on the business field and technology-intensity. The number of employees and the company’s turnover seem to be the most
appropriate quantitative criteria to define SMEs (Savioz, 2002). Although quantitative definitions are very clear, companies end up being considered black boxes. Alternatively, qualitative criteria such as the identity of ownership and personal responsibility for the enterprise’s activities may help to strengthen the understanding of SMEs (Luggen, 2004). A SME is the most general term under which start-ups, spin-offs and NTBFs can be included.

The term NTBF can be defined as the junction of two independent sub-terms: new and technology based. Luggen (2004) found that in literature there is a quantitative and qualitative approach to describing the term “new”. Various authors suggest the use of the age limit of the firm as a quantitative criteria, albeit with different time frames: Artmann et al. (2001) place the limit from 1 to 6 years, Fontes & Coombs (1997) from 1 to 15 years and Little (1977) from 0 to 25 years. However, the qualitative approach is based on the firm’s activities where the “new” refers to the typical structure and behavior of firms in the early phases of their life-cycles (Artmann et al., 2001; Quinn & Cameron, 1983). The discussion about quantitative and qualitative criteria for the definition of firms to be considered “new” shows that a generally accepted definition does not exist, hence the limits have to be set according to the research focus (Luggen, 2004).

Literature often uses terms like “technology based” or “technology intensive”, but Luggen (2004) argues that there isn’t a generally accepted definition because most contributions that are about technology based firms do not define them. Chabot (1995) examines the use of “high-technology” based on numerous authors and thus differentiates between input-based and output-based definitions.

According to Chabot (1995), two major factors drive input-based analysis: R&D expenditure and occupational profile statistics. These approaches have the advantage of having a straightforward analysis, provided proper data is available. By counting gross R&D expenditures or calculating the number of technical staff, it is easy to arrive at an ordered spectrum of technology based and non-technology based companies. For instance, the OECD classification is one example of input-based analysis on R&D expenditures. In it, the limit between low-technology and high-technology is 3.5% and the limit between high-technology and leading-technology is 8.5% (OECD, 1997).

Output-based definitions classify high-technology based on the productive value added output of companies. The actual products of intense R&D, rather than the currency input, drive the essential meaning of high-technology. Chabot points at two important disadvantages to the output-based approaches, which explains in part the relative abundance of input-based methods. First, output-based definitions rely on neither highly accessible nor easily processed data. The second disadvantage is the high degree of subjectivity.

As for “new”, there is no generally accepted definition of technology based. Quantitative approaches such as R&D expenditure as percentage of turnover do not make sense in a NTBF, because there is normally no steady turnover. NTBFs run an innovation process which transfers scientific research findings into technological products, which are then commercialized. According to the input-output based definition of technology based, an NTBF has major research projects which lead to innovative new products (Luggen, 2004). This is the definition that we will consider for the purpose of this work.

Damodaran (2001) provides another definition of technology based firm. He makes a distinction be-
tween two groups of companies: one group delivers software and hardware while the other uses technology to deliver its products or services. Retail companies like Walmart or Carrefour use websites to sell their products. In fact, most companies now use the internet to reach out to more customers. However, the fact that they use technology doesn’t mean they are considered technology based firms. In order to make a distinction, we can define a technology based company as one that makes money by selling products based on applied scientific knowledge, that is, its source of income comes from the technology developed.

2.1.2 Life Cycle Perspective

Day (1981), Bass (2004), Kotler & Keller (2001) define the product life-cycle as a bell curve where there is a high demand for the product in the beginning, followed by a slowdown of demand when it reaches maturity until it starts declining. In the early stage of a particular innovation growth is relatively slow as the new product is trying to establish itself (Agarwal & Audretsch, 2001). At some point, when the project is established in the market there is an increase in demand and the product growth increases rapidly. Narayanan (2001) argues that incremental innovations or changes to the product may bring further income and allow growth to continue, but towards the end of the technology life-cycle growth slows and may begin to decline.

To illustrate, a decade ago Nokia was the dominant supplier of cell phones. It beat other suppliers by combining diversified offerings of handsets with efficient manufacturing and strong customer relationship management. Nonetheless, its success was within one technology life-cycle because it failed to plan for and make the transition to the next major technological product, the smartphone. There was a shift of critical attributes like operating system and software, whereas Nokia focused on basic design and manufacturing. Competitors like Apple, Samsung, Microsoft and Google took a huge part of the market share, provoking the collapse of Nokia’s supply chain and forcing it to partner with Microsoft in an attempt to catch up\(^1\). Approximately two years and a half later on Microsoft announced it will purchase substantially all of Nokia’s Devices & Services business, license Nokia’s patents, and license and use Nokia’s mapping services\(^2\). The Finnish phone maker that once dominated the global market was swallowed by the U.S. software giant because it failed to adapt against its rivals Apple Inc and Samsung Electronics.

In *Crossing the Chasm*, a book closely related to the technology adoption life cycle, Moore (1991) recognizes five main segments: innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority and laggards. According to Moore (1991), each of these groups should be targeted at a time, using each group as a base for marketing to the next group. The most difficult step is making the transition between the early adopters and the early majority. If a company is able to create a bandwagon effect with enough momentum then the product becomes a de facto standard. However, Moore’s (1991) theories are only applicable for disruptive innovations. A disruptive innovation is a type of innovation that helps create a new market and value network, and eventually goes on to disrupt an existing market and value network, displacing other (older) technology.

\(^1\)Microsoft, ‘Nokia and Microsoft Announce Plans for a Broad Strategic Partnership to Build a New Global Mobile Ecosystem’, February, 2011.

\(^2\)Microsoft, ‘Microsoft to acquire Nokia’s devices & services business, license Nokia’s patents and mapping services’, September, 2013.
Traditionally, if a company has reached a maturity state we can use its current financial statements, its past history and information about its competitors to value the company. Having substantial information from all three sources would be optimal for the valuation (Damodaran, 2001). Yet a NTBF has a very limited history, its financial statements do not reveal much about the future growth and any information about its competitors, if there are any, will most likely be impossible to get. These factors contribute to a higher uncertainty, encouraging the emergence of new techniques of valuation based upon the limited information available.

2.1.3 Valuation Models Introduction

Technology based projects are characterized by uncertainty and this uncertainty is one of the reasons which stimulates companies to increasingly sharpen their analysis methods (Saito et al., 2010). Some of these techniques are Discounted Cash Flow analysis (DCF), Real Options Valuation (ROV) and Decision Tree Analysis (DTA). When using a DCF model, only the most likely or representative outcomes are modeled, and the flexibility available to management is ignored. These methods normally do not properly account for changes in risk over a project’s life-cycle and fail to appropriately adapt the risk adjustment.\(^3\)

By contrast, Decision Tree Analysis values flexibility by incorporating possible events or states and consequent management decisions. For instance, a company would build or expand its factory given that the demand for its product exceeded a certain level during the pilot phase, or outsource part of its production otherwise. In a DCF model every scenario must be modeled separately, there is no “branching”. Yet in a DTA each management decision in response to an event or situation generates a path which the company could follow, and the probabilities of each event are specified by management. Once the decision tree is constructed “all” possible events and their resultant paths are visible to management. Given this “knowledge”, management chooses the actions corresponding to the highest value path probability weighted. Hence the path chosen is taken as representative of the project value (Kirkwood, 2002).

Real Options Valuation, often termed Real Options Analysis, applies option valuation techniques to capital budgeting decisions. This theory states that a real option is the right, but not the obligation, to undertake a business decision. Some of these decisions are to make, abandon, expand or contract a capital investment. By doing this it explicitly addresses the inherent managerial flexibility in a project. This

---

\(^3\)IBM, 'Calculating value during uncertainty: Getting real with real options', Accessed 14th, April 2013.
methodology is typically used when the value of a project is dependent on conditions or occurrences not yet established. The ROV approach allows the valuation of flexibility at certain key decision points by providing the ability to exercise the available options (Brealey & Myers, 2003). By building a clear picture of what might happen in the future, as well as the contingent strategic decisions, the management and implementation on the project becomes simpler, clearer and optimal. Koller et al. (2005) state that this model is an attractive complement to the standard deterministic valuation approaches such as the DCF model, Monte Carlo Simulation and Decision Tree Analysis. Since it explicitly addresses the inherent managerial flexibility present in projects, it is most valuable to apply when there is high uncertainty with regard to the underlying asset value and the benefits that will result from investing in such asset.

The managerial flexibility provided by DTA and ROV approaches is important because it lets managers defer or change investment decisions as a business or project develops (Koller et al., 2005). It can alter the value of the business or project substantially, while a standard DCF analysis fails to account for the impact of the flexibility on present value. Knowing the best time to invest helps a company maximize its profits and minimize its losses, which contribute to the success of the project.

The Net Present Value (NPV) technique is often used to decide whether to invest or not by calculating the present value of the expected stream of profits and expenditures required. By determining the difference between the two you get a value which, if greater than zero, indicates a positive investment. This method’s efficiency has been strongly criticized by Dixit & Pindyck (1994), who argue that the use of this method may induce wrong investment decisions. They mention two important characteristics ignored in the investment decision: Irreversibility, the fact that an investment might not be retrieved in full in case of regret; and the possibility of deferring the investment decision. These features, along with the uncertainty about the future, allows for an analogy between an investment opportunity and a financial option.

Dixit & Pindyck (1994) further explain that an entity should have the right, not the obligation, to invest in a project. By having to choose one of the two options, invest or defer, the choice represents a lost opportunity cost by not exercising the other, and ignoring this cost may lead to significant error. Under the Real Options Analysis, the option to invest or defer would be taken when the value of one is greater than the other. The option of deferring an investment does not exclude the option of investing later, when the conditions change and the project becomes more suitable. The same does not happen when the option of investment is taken, since most investments cannot be fully recovered (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994; Luehrman, 1998; Hull, 1999).

Real Options Valuation (ROV) will be used in this paper due to the limitations of the traditional methods. ROV offers a more effective analysis of a technology-based project due to its dynamic approach to project valuation. ROV is not a substitute of any traditional methods, instead it uses DCF and DTA methodologies as constituents. The value of the options depend on the future management decision opportunities created by uncertainty. Unlike DTA, the probabilities of each option are dictated by the volatility of the future cash flows of the project. Also, in contrast with traditional cash flow valuation techniques, uncertainty increases the value of real options. The higher the uncertainty, higher the option value and higher the upside potential.
2.2 Discounted Cash Flow Models and Decision Trees

Discounted cash flow models (DCF) are considered the main approaches to value projects in traditional financial methodology. The reason being a DCF analysis is intuitive and straightforward to apply and consequently most companies use DCF models. Discounted Cash Flow valuation relies on the fact that one monetary unit today is worth more than one tomorrow. Cash flows associated with a project can be discounted at time value money to express their values at present (Jeffery, 2004). The rate of return, which is the interest rate at which the cash flows are discounted, reflects the amount of risk associated with the cash flow.

The Net Present Value is one of the traditional methods used in capital budgeting to analyze the profitability of an investment. It’s basically the difference between the sums of the cash inflows and the cash outflows discounted to their present value using a minimum acceptable rate of return. This model may be used to choose between projects happening at about the same time, where the higher valuation nets a greater value from the investment.

Other Discounted Cash Flow models for different purposes include: the Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is useful to compare between one investment or another by calculating the expected rate of growth of a project; the Payback Period model serves as a way of calculating how long a project will pay itself; the Profitability Index attempts to identify the relationship between the costs and benefits of a proposed project through the use of a ratio of amount of money invested to profit of the project.

Damodaran (2001) argues that a DCF valuation fails to consider the decisions embedded in many projects. A DCF model applied to a young start-up firm in a large market may not reflect the possibility, as small as it might be, that it becomes the next Google or Apple. Another example would be of a R&D company with patents; a DCF valuation may under-value it because the expected cash flows do not consider the possibility that the patent could become extremely valuable in the future. In both cases a DCF valuation would under-value these companies because it ignores the option to invest more in the future and take advantage of unexpected success in their businesses (Brealey & Myers, 2003; Damodaran, 2001).

A decision tree is a support tool which can facilitate investment decision making when uncertainty prevails, specially when the problem involves a sequence of decisions. They provide an effective structure in which alternative decisions and the implications of taking those decisions can be laid down and evaluated. They may also help forming an accurate estimation of the risks and rewards that can result from a particular choice (Magee, 1964).

When delineating a tree, each decision point has its alternatives available for experimentation and action, with investment outlays associated with them. Any decision will have their possible outcomes associated to, with their estimated probability and their monetary values. This method clearly lays out the problem so that all known options can be challenged (Chandra, 2008). Hence, DTA allows the investor to analyze the possible consequences of a decision, while providing a framework to quantify the values of outcomes and their probabilities. Kirkwood (2002) expresses this type of analysis requires common sense and the use of real probabilities, or else it might be misleading.
Figure 2.2 represents a scenario where FedEx acquires the right to buy and have a plane delivered from 2008 to 2011. During that period, FedEx may observe the demand for airfreight and decide to expand by buying the reserved plane, or just allow it to expire by not taking the delivery until 2011.

![Decision Tree](image)

**Figure 2.2:** FedEx's expansion option expressed as a simple decision tree, adapted from Brealey & Myers (2003).

Decision Tree Analysis is able to deal with multiple uncertainties by allowing the mapping of complex problems. However, it does not provide the true value of the project and may become overwhelming if the number of branches is too high. Nevertheless, decision trees are commonly used to describe the real options embedded in capital investment projects (Brealey & Myers, 2003).

### 2.3 Real Options Valuation

Companies make money by investing capital to exploit profit opportunities. Investments in R&D can lead to patents and new technologies that bring the option of further investment. Companies in a new, volatile market may find themselves in a situation where it is best to wait and see how the market evolves, and expand when the opportunity arrives. Also, shutting down money-losing operations may also be considered as an investment opportunity, where the initial cost is the price of shutting down and the payoff is the reduction of future losses.

Brealey & Myers (2003) argue that we cannot simply apply a Discounted Cash Flow method for valuing these investments because their risk changes over time and it is impossible to discount them at the opportunity cost of capital. Dixit & Pindyck (1995) also criticize the net present value approach; while it is relatively easy to apply, it is often wrong because it is built on faulty assumptions: either that the project is reversible or irreversible. Some investments may fall into this category, but most are irreversible and capable of being delayed. This capability can profoundly affect the decision to invest, which undermines the validity of the net present value rule.

The Real Options Theory adapts the techniques developed for financial options to real life decisions. The term was first conceived by Myers to emphasize that investment opportunities are options on real assets (Triantis & Borison, 2001). This approach views a project as a process where managers can continually change its course. This perspective contrasts with traditional models which typically set decisions at the beginning that remain constant during the project’s life (Neelly & Neufville, 2001).
The Real Options Theory recognizes that risks can be managed and allows the manager to take advantage of good outcomes when they become apparent. As a result, it naturally leads to higher values when compared to traditional DCF methods. The reason being that a Real Options model incorporates the ability to minimize losses and maximize gains, therefore leading to a higher perception of value of risky projects (Neely & Neufville, 2001).

Dixit & Pindyck (1994), Luehrman (1998), Hull (1999), Lint & Pennings (2001) make an analogy between corporate investments and financial options. They consider a corporate investment opportunity like a call option because the corporation has the right, but not the obligation, to exploit an opportunity. If we could find a call option sufficiently similar to the investment opportunity it would tell us something about the value of the opportunity. Unfortunately, it is unlikely that such option exists since most business opportunities are unique, so the most reliable thing we can do is construct our own option. To do so, Luehrman (1998) suggests obtaining a model of the project that combines its characteristics onto the template of a call option. To do so, we need to establish a correspondence between the project’s idiosyncrasies and the five variables that determine the value of a simple call option on a share of stock. By mapping the characteristics of the business opportunity onto the framework of a call option, we can obtain a model of the project that combines its characteristics with the structure of a call option (Luehrman, 1998). To illustrate, a two-phased investment can be seen as a call option whose price is the seed investment and whose exercise price is the cost of expansion. The expiration date will be the time until this investment opportunity disappears. Moreover, the variance of the product’s trend will define the volatility of the underlying asset. Table 2.1 provides several analogies between real and financial options which allow for the mapping of a business opportunity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial Option</th>
<th>Real Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time to expiration</td>
<td>Length of time the decision may be deferred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise price</td>
<td>Expenditure required to acquire the project assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance of stock returns</td>
<td>Riskiness of the project assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock Price</td>
<td>Present value of a project’s operating assets to be acquired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk-free rate of return</td>
<td>Time value of money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>Value lost by waiting to invest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Analogy between Financial Options and Real Options, adapted from Luehrman (1998); Lint & Pennings (2001).

Fisher Black and Myron Scholes published in 1973 their path-breaking paper providing a model for valuing dividend-protected European options (Black & Scholes, 1973). They used a replicating portfolio, composed of the underlying asset and the risk-free asset that had the same cash flows as the option being valued, to come up with their final formulation. The replication portfolio consists of setting up an option equivalent by combining common stock investment and borrowing. The net cost of buying the option equivalent must equal the value of the option. Furthermore, the pay-off from levered investment in the stock is identical to the pay-off from the call option, meaning both investments must have the same value. To value the option we borrow money and buy stock in such a way that we replicate the pay-off from a call option. The number of shares needed to replicate one call is called the hedge ratio or option delta ($\delta$):
where $C$ represents the value of the call option, $S$ represents the value of the stock, and the subscripts represent either their values when they go up $u$ or down $d$. Once we know the option delta value, we can calculate the value of the option $C$:

$$C = X \cdot \delta - \frac{X - \delta \cdot X}{1 + r}$$

where $X$ is the option strike price, $X \cdot \delta$ is the value of underlying asset, $r$ is the interest rate and $\frac{X - \delta \cdot X}{1 + r}$ represents the bank loan.

With these expressions we are able to value a simple option, given that we know their possible pay-off. We can also replicate an investment in the option by a levered investment in the underlying asset. We can create a home-made option by using a replicating strategy, buying or selling delta shares and borrowing or lending the balance (Brealey & Myers, 2003).

Option contracts may have different terms or agreements. There are two main types of financial options: European options and American options. American options may be exercised at any given time prior to their expiration date, while European options can only be exercised at expiration date. Hence any model used to appraise options must take into account its type of option (Oliveira, 2012). Moreover, a real option has its own environment and variables so it will only expire when the investment opportunity disappears.

In option valuation there are two types of options: call options and put options. A call option provides its holder the right to buy the underlying asset at a fixed price, called strike or exercise price, before its exercise date. If the value of the asset is always lesser than the strike price paid for the option, it will end up expiring worthless. On the other hand, if the value of the asset is greater than the strike price, the option holder can exercise its right, netting the difference between the asset value and the strike price (Brealey & Myers, 2003). In an opposite way, the put option gives its holder the right to sell an asset at the strike price. In this case if the value of the asset is lesser than the strike price, it will net the difference between the strike price and the market value of the asset. Yet having a greater value of the asset than the put strike price will render the option worthless once it reaches its expiration date (Damodaran, 2001).

The option’s value is determined by a number of variables relating to its underlying asset and financial markets. Options are assets that derive value from their underlying asset, hence any change in the underlying asset’s value will affect the option’s value. An increase in the value of the underlying asset will increase the value of the call options and decrease the value of put options. Moreover, options are also different from other securities in the sense that buyers of options never lose more than the option’s price. For this reason the volatility may translate into an increase in option value (Damodaran, 2001). Table 2.2 shows the effect of an increase in the value of the variables in both call and put option value.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increase in</th>
<th>Call Option</th>
<th>Put Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asset value</td>
<td>Increases</td>
<td>Decreases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise price</td>
<td>Decreases</td>
<td>Increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest rate</td>
<td>Increases</td>
<td>Increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to expire</td>
<td>Increases</td>
<td>Increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatility</td>
<td>Increases</td>
<td>Decreases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>Decreases</td>
<td>Decreases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Effects of increasing variable values in options, adapted from Brealey & Myers (2003).

The value of the underlying asset is expected to decrease if dividends are paid on that asset, so the value of a call option on the asset is a decreasing function whose size is that of the expected dividend payments. In contrast, the value of a put is an increasing one. Basically, exercising a call option will provide the holder with the stock and the dividends on it in subsequent periods, while delaying or not exercising the option will forego those dividends (Brealey & Myers, 2003).

The price on both call and put options depend of their strike price. When the strike price goes up, the value of a call option declines and the value of a put increases. An increase in the time for maturity will make both types of options more valuable, since they will have more time to exercise their rights. If we take into account that the present value of the fixed price paid for the option decreases as the life of the option increases, it will further increase the value of the call options. The prices of both options are paid up front, so an opportunity cost is involved. This cost depends on the level of interest rates and the time of expiration of the options. By paying up front, an increase in the interest rate will mean an increase in value of the calls and reduce the value of puts (Damodaran, 2001).

2.3.1 Black and Scholes Model

Black & Scholes (1973) first put forward a theoretical valuation formula which bases itself upon the idea that the absence of arbitrage is enough to obtain a unique value for a call option on that asset. Since then it has become a well-known formula for valuing financial options due to its simplicity and for being the first formula available for pricing options with finite maturities (Triantis & Borison, 2001).

The formula states that a call option will expire worthless if the value of the underlying asset $A_t$ at exercise time $t$ is less than its strike price $X$. The other boundary condition is that an European option can only be exercised at the end of the exercise date $T$. The Black-Scholes formula is the analytical solution of the previous Black-Scholes PDE\(^4\) and the boundary equations which state that the value of the option $C$ on the exercise date is equal to $\max[A_T - X, 0]$. It can be expressed as:

$$C = N(d_1)A - N(d_2)Xe^{-rT} \tag{2.3}$$

where $A$ is the value of the underlying asset, $X$ is the strike price, $r$ is the risk free rate of return, $T$ is the time to reach maturity and both $N(d_1)$ and $N(d_2)$ represent the values of the normal distribution at $d_1$ and $d_2$:

\(^4\)Partial Differential Equation.
\[ d_1 = \frac{\ln(A/X) + (r + 0.5\sigma^2)T}{\sigma \sqrt{T}} \], \quad d_2 = d_1 - \sigma \sqrt{t} \quad (2.4) \\

where \( \sigma \) is the volatility of the underlying asset derived from its historical behavior. The current value of the underlying asset and the risk-free return must also be represented since they determine the expected value of the project at the maturity date (Hull, 1999).

One advantage of this model is its simplicity; it only requires its user to plug in inputs into the formula to get the option’s value. But it also has some limitations since it assumes that options can only be exercised at their maturity date. Moreover, it also assumes the underlying asset value has a log-normal distribution, which implies that the rate of return of the underlying asset price is normally distributed with a constant standard deviation over time (Triantis & Borison, 2001).

Triantis & Borison (2001) points out that the value of a technology based project depends on the likelihood that the project will be in fact developed, and how profitable it might be. As volatility increases there is a larger prospect that the project will be highly profitable, therefore increasing the value of the option. However, this volatility also means its profits may go down. Nevertheless, since an option has a fixed price the risk may translate into value.

### 2.3.2 Taxonomy of Real Options

Every investment project has an inherent risk due to its cost and its uncertainty about future cash flows and should only be taken if a determined critical value is overcome (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994). In a conceptual and innovative work, McDonald & Siegel (1986) presented a formula for this purpose, where they identified two mutually exclusive options: the investment option and the delay option. Moreover, the option to defer doesn’t exclude a future investment decision, but the same thing doesn’t apply the other way around. The existence of two mutually exclusive options and the need to choose between them represents a cost of opportunity lost when we choose one option over the other (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994).

McDonald & Siegel (1986) point out that the ingenious use of a DCF valuation can lead an analyst to ignore the value of waiting. The presence of the timing option requires in fact a choice from a set of mutually exclusive investments, in this case either invest today or invest later (Trigeorgis, 1995).

Projects that are analyzed upon their expected cash flows and discounts at the time of analysis do not take into account changes in discount rates or cash flows. These variations can happen though, some projects might have negative net present values today but may have positive values in the future. Delaying projects which are highly uncertain is also a way of getting more information about its market and its stochastic variables (Damodaran, 2001). The cost of delay is defined as the amount of cash a company foregoes by delaying a project. Each year that the project is delayed translates into one less year of cash inflows from it (Brealey & Myers, 2003). Assuming cash flows are evenly distributed over time and the life expectancy of the project is \( n \), the cost of delay can be represented as \( 1/n \) (Damodaran, 2001). Furthermore, every following year that delays the project will incur in a higher cost of delay since its life expectancy will be smaller, making the cost of delay larger over time.

Myers (1977) points out that a major source of value from investments comes from their ability to
enhance the upside potential of a project during good market conditions by making follow-on investments. Kulatilaka & Perotti (1998) studied such expansion options under assumptions of both perfect and imperfect competition. Even though a project may have a negative NPV, it may be a project worth taking if it provides the firm the option to take other projects in the future that provide a sufficient reward. These growth options are called expansion options whose price is the previous investment. Most of these options don’t have an expiration date; they are typically exercised when the opportunity cost of waiting is higher than the benefits it would otherwise achieve, such as uncertainty reduction.

There are other options which consider not growth but contraction or abandonment of a venture. A manager may decide to scale down the production in a refinery due to a decline in the price of oil barrels to minimize its losses (Triantis & Borison, 2001). An airline company is typically averse to risk and may consider an investment in a new plane unworthy due to uncertainties in the economy, demand, fuel costs and price competition. An excess plane might be sold in the secondary market where smaller regional carriers buy used planes, but its price uncertainty is very high and may be subject to a significant volatility, say between $10M and $25M. So the airplane manufacturer may reduce the risk of the airliner by providing a buyback provision or abandonment option, where during the next five years the airliner may sell the plane back to the manufacturer at a residual salvage price of $20M, hence reducing the downside risk of the airline company (Mun, 2006).

2.3.3 Binomial Pricing Model

This model was first introduced by Cox et al. (1979). It uses a discrete time model of the varying price of the underlying asset over time with a decision tree format. It assumes the underlying asset price may either increase or decrease in value on every time period. Hence it provides a generalizable numerical method for the valuation of options (Damodaran, 2001).

![Figure 2.3: Binomial option pricing example](http://demonstrations.wolfram.com/BinomialOptionPricingModel/)

The binomial option pricing model is essentially a binomial tree where on each period the asset can move either up or down. Every up movement along the tree has a probability $p$ associated, and it is represented with a $u$ value, which reflects a proportional increase in the asset value. Similarly, a down

---

movement along the tree has the 1-p probability associated and it is represented with a d value, which instead reflects a proportional decrease on the asset value and depends on u: \( d = 1/u \). Once we reach the maturity date and calculate the final period, the probability distribution of the corresponding outcomes can be calculated (Oliveira, 2012). If the binomial process has multiple periods, the valuation must proceed iteratively starting from the last period and moving backwards in time until the current point in time.

In order to calculate the value of a call option we need to work backwards through the tree starting with the known final option values. By recognizing that it is always possible to create a replicating portfolio based on the risk-neutral solution, under the assumption of no-arbitrage, this portfolio must have the same value as the option. Having the risk-free rate \( r \) and time to maturity \( T \), the value of the asset \( A \) will be:

\[
A = [p \cdot A_u + (1 - p) \cdot A_d] \cdot e^{-rT}
\]

(2.5)

We can then find the risk neutral probability \( p \):

\[
p = \frac{A \cdot e^{rT} - A_d}{A_u - A_d}
\]

(2.6)

The resulting \( p \) is the probability of the asset \( A \) increasing in value to \( A_u \), and \( 1-p \) the probability of decreasing to \( A_d \). Furthermore, using the strike price \( X \) of the option we can then calculate the value of the call option. A risk neutral assessment gives a probability \( p \) of earning the difference between the asset value and the strike price, and a probability \( 1-p \) of earning 0.00$. Hence, we can calculate the value of the call option \( C \) with the following expression:

\[
C = [p \cdot (A_u - X) + (1 - p) \cdot 0)] \cdot e^{-rT}
\]

(2.7)

where \( C \) is the value of the call option, \( p \) is the risk neutral probability, \( X \) is the option’s strike price, \( r \) is the risk-free rate and \( T \) represents the time to maturity. When we have more than one period changes we wind up with more possible outcomes. The approach for solving this problem is basically the same but has to be done iteratively, working backwards. The replicating portfolios are created at each step and valued, providing the values for the option in that time period. The final output from the binomial option pricing model is a statement of the value of the option in terms of the replicating portfolio (Damodaran, 2001). The amount of values an asset can take over time is basically limitless. The binomial method should be done with a large number of sub-periods so it gives a more realistic and accurate view of the option’s value. As the number of intervals increases, the range of possible changes in the value of the asset must be adjusted to keep the same standard deviation (Brealey & Myers, 2003). Given a volatility estimate we can construct the price process with as many intervals as we want by applying these equations:

\[
u = e^{\sigma \sqrt{h}}, \quad d = 1/u
\]

(2.8)

where \( \sigma \) represents the volatility and \( h \) is the interval as fraction of year.
The binomial model helps us comprehend the determinants of option value. Its value is not determined by the expected price of the asset, it is determined by its current price, which reflects expectations about the future. If the option value deviates from the value of the replicating portfolio, it would turn into a money machine. As an example, if the portfolio that replicates the call costs more than the call itself in the market, one could buy the call, sell the replicating portfolio and be guaranteed the difference as profit. This would be made without investment nor risk, and would deliver positive returns. The cash flows on the two positions would offset each other, leading to no cash flows on subsequent periods (Damodaran, 2001).

2.3.4 Monte Carlo Simulation

The use of Monte Carlo in finance was first advocated by Hertz (1964) through his Harvard Business Review article where he discussed its application in corporate finance. After more than a decade, Boyle (1977) published his work on the use of simulation in derivative valuation for the first time. The Monte Carlo Simulation is complementary to other numerical methods such as decision trees and finite differences (Longstaff & Schwartz, 2001). It is, in its simplest form, a random number generator that is useful for forecasting, estimation, and risk analysis (Mun, 2010). It uses numerous scenarios of a model that converge to its real value due to the Law of Large Numbers. It’s a stochastic technique which relies on the generation of random numbers and probability theory to derive a solution to the problem. Hence, when the number of simulation tends to infinity, the standard deviation tends to zero (Boyle et al., 1997).

To calculate future cash flows and a project’s volatility using Monte Carlo Simulation we should start by performing a sensitivity analysis. By setting the Net Present Value (NPV) of the project as a resulting variable, we can change each of its input variables and see the change on the resulting NPV. These input variables include revenues, costs, tax rates, discount rates, etc. By changing each of these input values by a set amount and seeing the effect on the resulting NPV, we can trace the critical success drivers of the model. These drivers are prime candidates for the Monte Carlo Simulation (Mun, 2010). Some of these critical success drivers may be correlated, therefore a correlated simulation may be required (Brealey & Myers, 2003).

By setting probability distributions on the critical input variables, we can calculate a distribution of the project’s cash flows and the implied volatility. On each simulation, the variables get their values selected randomly from their probability distribution functions, resulting in a corresponding cash flow (Chandra, 2008). After enough simulations we can define a simulated distribution of these cash flows and its implied volatility.

We can also use Monte Carlo to calculate volatility in real options analysis. In this case, the underlying variable is the future profitability of the project, which is the future cash flow series. Its implied volatility can be calculated through the results of the simulation. The volatility is typically measured as the standard deviation of the logarithmic returns on the free cash flow stream (Mun, 2010).

Although the use of Monte Carlo on complex valuations is quite appealing, it requires a huge number of simulations to provide reliable results. In fact, its standard deviation does not depend on the size of the problem but on the number of simulations run. Boyle et al. (1997), Longstaff & Schwartz (2001) mention
more efficient ways of reducing the error by using the control variates approach and the antithetic variates approach.

2.4 Phased Investment and Real Options

When considering an investment on a new technology based product it is hard to estimate its demand due to a lack of historical data. Market studies can provide an idea about the size of the market and its evolution, but this information is based on buying intentions. These intentions depend on their surrounding circumstances and may not correspond to the reality once the product is commercialized. When we undertake an investment based on market expectations we expose it to the risk of over-sizing or under-sizing the production capacity. However, a phased investment approach allows for the distribution of costs, which avoids irreversible losses if the demand’s evolution proves to be lackluster. Moreover, an initial investment of a reduced size serves as a source of information about the market’s demand, increasing the reliability of our growth estimates. In this way we can plan an expansion of a more appropriate size.

In option valuation, the possibility of deferral provides two additional sources of value when compared to the NPV. The first is the ability to pay later rather than sooner, since we can earn the time value of money on the deferred expenditure. The second is the ability to observe the market conditions; specifically, the value of the underlying asset may change. If the value of the underlying asset increases, we can still acquire them simply by exercising our option. Yet if the value goes down, we can decide not to acquire them. By waiting, we can avoid making a poor decision. In the end, we have maintained the ability to profit from good outcomes and insulated ourselves from some bad ones. Traditional NPV analysis misses the extra value associated with deferral because it assumes the decision cannot be put off. In contrast, option pricing presumes the ability to defer and provides a way to quantify the value of deferring (Luehrman, 1998).

The use of Real Options fits well in this type of valuation because it embodies the management flexibility in project valuations (Trigeorgis, 1995). Real Options valuation always considers other possible alternatives; invest now or delay the investment until better economic or technological conditions are present; keep the project active or abandon it provided there is no other viable option. If we take into account the irreversibility of some decisions and the limited time we have to execute them, these decisions can be considered real options for the purpose of valuation (Brealey & Myers, 2003). Moreover, exercising a decision over the alternative may represent a lost opportunity; if we invest now we lose the opportunity to wait.

On an expansion perspective, any expansion decision of a determined size and time frame is characterized by irreversibility and uncertainty. The expansion decision itself raises questions about its size and time-frame. On one hand, delaying the decision too much implies foregoing future cash flows generated by the investment decision, allowing competition to take over or simply becoming technologically outdated. On the other hand, the size of the investment should be big enough to cover the product’s demand while avoiding an over-sized production output (Lopes, 2007). In short, the option to defer will
be more valuable while the uncertainty is excessively high. Following this line of thinking, investment in a project that may not be profitable in its earlier stage may be justifiable if we take further investment options into account. The expansion of the project may bring enough profit to offset the cost and turn a project profitable as a whole, hence justifying the initial investment (Brealey & Myers, 2003).

While the seed investment estimates are based on expectations, future decisions may use the information provided by this initial investment. The seed investment provides information, even if it’s partial, about the stochastic critical values that drive the cash flows of the project expansion (Lopes, 2007). The higher the initial investment, the bigger the sample will be, hence providing more accurate information. Intuitively, the size of the sample depends on the seed investment value and so do the results from the sample, although on a decreasing function. Once the seed investment is committed, information about the market will start flowing in. This passive waiting for information represents a cost of opportunity. By delaying the expansion decision in favor of information gathering, we forfeit those future cash flows (Brealey & Myers, 2003). However, the information gathered may anticipate the decision to expand, provided the estimated cash flows will offset the costs (Lopes, 2007).
Chapter 3

Methodological Approach to the Case Study

3.1 The Net Present Value and Option Pricing

The Net Present Value is one of the traditional methods used in capital budgeting to analyze the profitability of an investment. It can be described as the difference amount between the sums of discounted cash inflows $R$ and outflows $C$, discounted to their present value using the minimum acceptable rate of return $r$ established for the project. The following NPV formula accommodates the spread of costs of projects for $n$ years:

$$NPV = -\sum_{t=1}^{n} \frac{C_t}{(1 + r_t)^t} + \sum_{t=1}^{n} \frac{R_t}{(1 + r_t)^t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where $C_t$ represents the outflows, $R_t$ represents the cash inflows, $r_t$ is the minimum acceptable rate of return for the project and $t$ represents the time in years. We can assume from this formula that the Net Present Value of an investment will only be positive when the sum of all cash flows, discounted to present value, are positive. A proposed investment will only be economically acceptable if its NPV is greater than zero. Having an investment where its NPV is zero means the initial investment would return itself with its present value in $n$ years, and should only be done based on other criteria, e.g., strategic positioning or other factors not explicitly included in the calculation.

The NPV method may be used to choose between concurrent projects, where a higher NPV provides a greater value from the investment. Alternatively, it can also be used to minimize costs by choosing concurring projects with the lowest absolute negative NPV value, when such projects must be chosen (Oliveira, 2012). The success and accuracy of a DCF analysis depends on the choice of the accompanying discount rate: if it is too high it might lead to the rejection of the project that could otherwise be accepted. But if it is too low projects that should be rejected might be accepted due to a positive NPV value (Mbolo, 2008).
On a real options analysis, when a final decision on a project can no longer be deferred its option has reached its expiration date. Hence the time value of money and the riskiness of the project assets become irrelevant for the decision. At that time, either the option value will be zero or it will be the difference between the underlying asset and the strike price. So if the value of the project assets is the underlying asset, and the expenditure required is the strike price, then according to equation 3.1 the NPV and the option model will be the same at that time. From another perspective, if the NPV is zero that means the corporation will not invest, so the project value is zero rather than negative (Luehrman, 1998).

### 3.2 Introduction to the Investment Models

Most Real Options models consider an investment as irreversible (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994; Brealey & Myers, 2003), so the initial investment should avoid over-sizing the production capacity $K$. Although it might be mathematically possible that the demand will satisfy a determined offer, there is always the risk that the investment comes out of the product’s life-cycle. The investment function that defines the cost of installing a determined production capacity $K$ is:

$$ I(K) = aK $$

where $a$ is the setup cost per unit. The stochastic variable $\theta$ represents the ratio between the product’s demand $D$ and the production capacity $K$, and will henceforth be called hedged capacity. Braumann (2005) defines it as:

$$ \frac{d\theta}{dt} = \alpha \theta dt + \sigma \theta dW $$

where $\alpha$ is the market trend coefficient, $\sigma$ is the standard deviation and $dW$ represents increments on a Wiener process. The revenue function for a determined hedged capacity $\theta$ can be written as:

$$ R(\theta, K) = p \theta K $$

where $p$ is the revenue from each unit produced, $\theta$ is the hedged capacity and $K$ is the production capacity. We can fit Lopes’ (2007) cost function $G(\theta, K)$ to our project valuation, where the first component $b\theta K$ represents the variable costs and the remaining components represent the fixed costs depending on the production capacity:

$$ G(\theta, K) = b\theta K + cK + \frac{k}{2}K^2, \quad \theta \leq 1 $$

where $b$ is the cost per unit produced, $c$ and $k$ are fixed cost coefficients, $K$ is the production capacity and $\theta$ is the hedged capacity. Due to economies of scale, an increase in capacity should also increase costs but decrease marginal costs. To assure this behavior, we must impose certain values for the coefficients: $b, c > 0$ and $k < 0$. But these coefficients must also vary according to the production capacity so it produces an economy of scale:
\begin{equation}
G(\theta, K) = \begin{cases} 
  b\theta K + c^{(1)} K + \frac{k^{(1)}}{2} K^2, \\
  b\theta K + c^{(2)} K + \frac{k^{(2)}}{2} K^2, \\
  b\theta K + c^{(n)} K + \frac{k^{(n)}}{2} K^2, 
\end{cases} \tag{3.6}
\end{equation}

We can define our project’s annual cash flow equation \( \Pi(\theta, K) = R(\theta, K) - G(\theta, K) \) as:

\begin{equation}
\Pi(\theta, K) = p\theta K - \left( b\theta K + cK + \frac{k}{2} K^2 \right) = K \left[ m\theta - \left( c + \frac{k}{2} K \right) \right] \tag{3.7}
\end{equation}

where \( m \) represents the margin per unit produced, \( c \) and \( k \) represent the fixed costs coefficients and \( \theta \) represents the hedged capacity. We will not consider depreciation of tangible assets. This model assigns the initial volatility value based on the historical standard deviation of the market data, with adjustments made according to the investment model. For instance, in the phased investment model the volatility \( \sigma_p \) depends on the initial production capacity \( K_0 \) and a minimum capacity \( K_m \) necessary to retrieve information about the market:

\begin{equation}
\sigma^2_p = \sigma^2_h \left( 2 - \frac{K_0}{K_m} \right) \tag{3.8}
\end{equation}

where \( \sigma_h \) represents the historical volatility. Notwithstanding, if there is no seed investment, according to equation 3.8 the initial volatility coefficient \( \sigma_s \) ends up being twice the historical volatility. However, in order to define the phased investment volatility we first need to determine the minimum capacity \( K_m \) necessary to retrieve information about the market. A sample size typically depends on four things: the population size, the confidence interval, the confidence level and worst acceptable frequency or standard deviation. The confidence interval \( C \) determines how much higher or lower than the population mean we are willing to let the sample mean fall. The confidence level represents how confident we want to be that the actual mean falls within the confidence interval. Finally, the standard deviation represents the variance in the behavior, the result farthest from the rate that we would accept in our sample:

\begin{equation}
N = \frac{Z^2 \cdot \sigma \cdot (1 - \sigma)}{C^2} \tag{3.9}
\end{equation}

where \( N \) is the minimum sample size, \( Z \) is the Z-score for a given confidence level, \( C \) represents the confidence interval and \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation in the behavior. But if we know the size of the population, we can adjust the sample size with the following expression:

\begin{equation}
K_m = \frac{N}{1 + \frac{N - 1}{K}} \tag{3.10}
\end{equation}

The project’s expected rate of return \( \rho \) to be used in our methodological approach to the single investment model must be higher than the trend rate, otherwise waiting longer would always be a better policy and the optimum would never exist and consequently the models would not have economic interpretation (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994). Lopes (2007) suggests the use of a value greater than the trend coefficient plus half the model’s variance to adjust for the risk:
where $\alpha$ is the project’s trend rate and $\sigma^2_s$ is the single investment variance. Although it is possible to use different values according to the investment model - since the phased investment model anticipates the behavior of the market by applying the Kalman filter - we will use the same value to simplify the comparison between the models before any investment is made.

Lastly, the project’s convenience yield $\delta$ will depend on the expected rate of return, the trend rate and each model’s volatility (Lopes, 2007):

$$\delta = \rho - \alpha + \frac{\sigma^2}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

where $\delta$ represents the convenience yield, $\rho$ is the expected rate of return, $\alpha$ is the trend rate and $\sigma^2$ is the variance in each model. However, in the case of the phased investment model, the convenience yield will depend on the size of the seed investment. Furthermore, on the phased investment model with the Kalman filter the convenience yield is constantly updated with the new information generated by the seed investment.

### 3.3 Single Investment Model

Our single investment model is based on Dixit & Pindyck (1994)’s basic model. It assumes that the timing of the investment and the production capacity to be installed $K$ depends on the evolution of the demand and an expected production capacity. Hence, the value of the project $V(\theta_s, K)$ depends on the hedged capacity evolution $\theta_s$ and the production capacity $K$ of the project. The optimal hedged capacity $\theta^*_s$ delineates the border between investment and deferral, and such decision can be assessed with the option formula $F(\theta_s, K)$:

$$V(\theta_s, K) = \Pi(\theta_s, K) - I(K) \quad , \quad F(\theta_s, K) = \max[0, V(\theta_s, K)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.13)

where $\theta_s$ represents the hedged capacity and $K$ is the production capacity. We can valuate our investment option through dynamic programming; dynamic programming is a very general tool for dynamic optimization, and is particularly useful in treating uncertainty. In this case, it breaks a whole sequence of decisions into two components: the immediate decision, and a valuation function that encapsulates the consequences of all subsequent decisions, starting with the position that results from the immediate decision. By establishing a finite planning horizon, the very last decision at its end has nothing following it, and can therefore be found using static optimization methods (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994). Using dynamic programming, the value of the option may be calculated with the following expression:

$$F(\theta_{s,t}, K) = \max \left[ E \left[ e^{-\rho dt} F(\theta_{s,t+dt}, K) \right], \Pi(\theta_{s,t}, K) - I(K) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.14)

where $\theta_s$ is the hedged capacity, $K$ is the production capacity and $\rho$ is the expected rate of return.
The valuation tests the expected present value of the option under the effect of the stochastic variable \( \theta_s \), with the stopping boundary defined as the project’s cash flows and the investment cost: \( \Pi(\theta_s, K) - I(K) \). So the value of the option is given by:

\[
F(\theta_s, t, K) = E\left[e^{-\rho dt} F(\theta_s, t+dt, K)\right]
\]

where \( \theta_s \) is the hedged capacity, \( K \) is the production capacity and \( \rho \) is the expected rate of return. But for a really small time interval \( dt \), we can simplify the equation since \( e^{\rho dt} \approx 1 + \rho dt \):

\[
e^{\rho dt} F(\theta_s, t, K) = E\left[F(\theta_s, t+dt, K)\right],
\]

\[
\rho F(\theta_s, t, K) dt = E\left[dF(\theta_s, t, K)\right]
\]

where \( \theta_{s,t} \) is the hedged capacity, \( K \) is the production capacity and \( \rho \) is the expected rate of return.

Hence, assuming our option \( F(\theta_s, K) \) has no maturity date, we remove the variable of time. Since \( dF(\theta_s, K) \) is a stochastic process which depends on \( \theta_s \), we must apply Ito’s formula to expand the value of the derivative. But the production capacity variable \( K \) depends on the manager’s decision, and it will only vary when he decides to change it, therefore \( dK = 0 \) (Lopes, 2007). As a result, the Ito’s formula for the expansion of the derivative can be written as:

\[
dF(\theta_s, K) = \frac{dF(\theta_s, K)}{d\theta_s} d\theta_s + \frac{1}{2} \frac{d^2 F(\theta_s, K)}{d\theta_s^2} (\theta_s)^2
\]

where \( \theta_s \) is the hedged capacity, \( K \) is the production capacity and \( \rho \) is the expected rate of return. Hence, assuming our option \( F(\theta_s, K) \) has no maturity date, we remove the variable of time. Since \( dF(\theta_s, K) \) is a stochastic process which depends on \( \theta_s \), we must apply Ito’s formula to expand the value of the derivative. But the production capacity variable \( K \) depends on the manager’s decision, and it will only vary when he decides to change it, therefore \( dK = 0 \) (Lopes, 2007). As a result, the Ito’s formula for the expansion of the derivative can be written as:

\[
dF(\theta_s, K) = \frac{dF(\theta_s, K)}{d\theta_s} d\theta_s + \frac{1}{2} \frac{d^2 F(\theta_s, K)}{d\theta_s^2} (\theta_s)^2
\]

where \( \sigma_s \) is the volatility coefficient, \( \theta_s \) is the hedged capacity, \( \alpha \) is the trend coefficient and \( \rho \) is the expected rate of return. The expected rate of return must satisfy the condition \( \rho > \alpha + \sigma_s^2/2 \) or else the model won’t have economic interpretation (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994; Lopes, 2007).

The PDE allows us to determine the value of the option but it has the following restrictions: the first restriction (equation 3.19) asserts there is no investment decision if there is no demand:

\[
F(0, K) = 0
\]

The second restriction (equation 3.20) represents the optimal investment: the exercise of the investment option. Its value \( F(\theta_s^*, K) \) is equal to the project value \( V(\theta_s^*, K) \) and can be represented as:

\[
F(\theta_s^*, K) = \Pi(\theta_s^*, K) - I(K)
\]

The third restriction (equation 3.21) limits the value of the project to its production capacity since the company cannot sell more than it produces (Bar-Ilan & Strange, 2000):
\[
\lim_{\theta_s \to \infty} F(\theta_s, K) = \Pi(1, K) - I(K)
\] (3.21)

The fourth restriction (equation 3.22) states there is only one value for \( \theta_s^* \), and any other value cannot be the optimal:

\[
\frac{\partial F(\theta_s^*, K)}{\partial \theta_s^*} = \frac{\partial \Pi(\theta_s^*, K)}{\partial \theta_s^*}
\] (3.22)

The last restriction (equation 3.23) determines the maximum value for the production capacity, where any revenue from a unit produced is equal to its investment cost:

\[
\frac{\partial \Pi(\theta_s, K^*)}{\partial K^*} = \frac{dI(K^*)}{dK^*}
\] (3.23)

Going back to the determination of the option’s value, equation 3.18 is a partial differential equation which depends on the option value \( F(\theta_s, K) \) and its respective derivatives, and whose general solution is (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994) \( F(\theta_s, K) = A \theta_s^\beta \). Applying the general solution to our PDE (3.18), excluding the derivative steps, we can also represent it as:

\[
F(\theta_s, K) \left(\frac{1}{2} \sigma_s^2 \beta_s (\beta_s - 1) + \alpha \beta_s - \rho\right) = 0
\] (3.24)

which has two possible results, either \( F(\theta_s, K) = 0 \) or

\[
\left(\frac{1}{2} \sigma_s^2 \beta_s (\beta_s - 1) + \alpha \beta_s - \rho\right) = 0
\] (3.25)

So the solution of the PDE rests upon the the parameter \( \beta_s \), which, by application of the quadratic formula, has two roots:

\[
\beta_{s,1} = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{\alpha}{\sigma_s^2} + \sqrt{\left(\frac{\alpha}{\sigma_s^2} - \frac{1}{2}\right)^2 + \frac{2\rho}{\sigma_s^2}}
\] (3.26)

\[
\beta_{s,2} = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{\alpha}{\sigma_s^2} - \sqrt{\left(\frac{\alpha}{\sigma_s^2} - \frac{1}{2}\right)^2 + \frac{2\rho}{\sigma_s^2}}
\]

where \( \alpha \) is the trend rate, \( \sigma_s^2 \) is the variance and \( \rho \) is the expected rate of return. Hence, the general solution may be divided in two components (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994):

\[
F(\theta_s, K) = A_1 \theta_s^{\beta_{s,1}} + A_2 \theta_s^{\beta_{s,2}}
\] (3.27)

However, the expected rate of return \( \rho \) and the variance \( \sigma_s \) are necessarily positive, so one root is positive (\( \beta_{s,1} \)) while the other is negative (\( \beta_{s,2} \)). Since the first restriction (equation 3.19) \( A_2 \) is equal to null, only the positive root, henceforth represented as \( \beta_s \), will be used for the option valuation:

\[
F(\theta_s, K) = A_1 \theta_s^{\beta_s}
\] (3.28)
where θ_s represents the hedged capacity, K is the production capacity and β_s is the solution to the quadratic PDE. The option derivative is:

\[
\frac{dF(\theta_s, K)}{d\theta_s} = \beta_s A_1^{\beta_s - 1}
\]  

(3.29)

and applying the fourth restriction (equation 3.22) which states that there’s only one optimal value for the hedged capacity θ_s, we have:

\[
A_1 = \frac{d\Pi(\theta_s, K)}{d\theta_s} \beta_s (\theta_s^*)^{\beta_s - 1} - 1
\]  

(3.30)

Using equations 3.20, 3.28 and 3.30 we can now define the expression that determines the optimal hedged capacity θ_s^*:

\[
\frac{d\Pi(\theta_s, K)}{d\theta_s} (\theta_s^*)^{\beta_s} = \Pi(\theta_s^*, K) - I(K)
\]  

(3.31)

where θ_s is the hedged capacity, K represents the production capacity and β_s is the solution to the PDE. Yet we still need to determine the expected value of the cash flows. The expected present value of the discounted cash flows can be represented as:

\[
E[\Pi(\theta_s, K)] = \int_0^\infty \left\{ K \left[ mE[\theta_s] - \left( c + \frac{k}{2} K \right) \right] \right\} e^{-\rho s} ds
\]  

(3.32)

where K is the production capacity installed, m is the margin per unit produced, c and k are fixed cost coefficients, ρ is the expected rate of return and θ_s represents the hedged capacity. Hence, the expected value of Π(θ_s^*, K) when the initial moment is t^*:

\[
E[\Pi(\theta_s, K)] = K \left[ \frac{m\theta_s^*}{\delta_s} - \left( \frac{2c + kK}{2\rho} \right) \right]
\]  

(3.33)

where m is the margin per unit, θ_s^* is the optimal hedged capacity, δ_s is the convenience yield, c and k are fixed cost function coefficients, ρ is the expected rate of return and α is the setup cost per unit. The convenience yield is the difference between the expected rate of return and the trend rate plus half its variance (Lopes, 2007; Dixit & Pindyck, 1994):

\[
\left( \delta_s = \rho - \alpha + \frac{\sigma_s^2}{2} \right)
\]  

(3.34)

Hence, the derivatives of the expected present value of the discounted cash flows at time t^* are:

\[
\frac{d\Pi(\theta_s, K)}{d\theta_s} = \frac{mK}{\delta_s}
\]  

(3.35)

\[
\frac{d\Pi(\theta_s, K)}{dK\theta_s} = -\frac{c + kK}{\rho}
\]  

(3.36)

Finally, the optimal hedged capacity value θ_s^* can be calculated with equations 3.35, 3.33, 3.2 and
\[ \theta^*_s = \frac{\beta_s \delta_s}{\beta_s - 1} \left( \frac{2c + kK}{2\rho} + a \right) \]  

(3.37)

where \( \beta_s \) is the positive root of the quadratic PDE (4.9), \( \delta_s \) is the convenience yield, \( m \) is the margin per unit, \( c \) and \( k \) are fixed cost function coefficients, \( \rho \) is the expected rate of return and \( a \) is the setup cost per unit. Once we have the optimal value of the hedged capacity \( \theta^*_s \), we can determine its the expected value for the moment of first passage (Ingersoll, 1987):

\[ E[T^*] = \frac{\ln \left( \frac{\theta^*_s}{\theta_0} \right)}{\alpha - \frac{\sigma^2_s}{2}}, \quad \sigma^2_s > 0 \]  

(3.38)

where \( \theta_0 \) is the initial value of the hedged capacity at the start of valuation, \( \alpha \) is the trend coefficient and \( \sigma^2_s \) is the variance. We can also use \( \theta^*_s \) to find the value of the project \( V(\theta^*_s, K) \):

\[ V(\theta^*_s, K) = \frac{\beta_s}{\beta_s - 1} K \left( \frac{2(c + \rho a) + kK}{2\rho \beta_s} \right) \]  

(3.39)

where \( \beta_s \) is the positive root of the quadratic PDE (x), \( c \) and \( k \) are fixed cost coefficients, \( \rho \) is the expected rate of return and \( a \) is the setup cost per unit. We can now represent the investment option value in this model \( F_s(\theta_s, K) \):

\[ F_s(\theta_s, K) = \begin{cases} mK \frac{\theta_s}{\beta_s} & \text{if } \theta_s \leq \theta^*_s \\ K \frac{m \theta_s}{\delta_s} - \left( \frac{2c + kK}{2\rho} + a \right) & \text{if } \theta_s > \theta^*_s \end{cases} \]  

(3.40)

where \( m \) is the margin per unit, \( K \) is the production capacity, \( \beta_s \) is the solution of the PDE, \( \theta_s \) is the hedged capacity, \( c \) and \( k \) are fixed cost coefficients, \( \rho \) is the expected rate of return, \( a \) is the setup cost per unit and \( \delta_s \) is the convenience yield. For any \( \theta_s \) lower than the optimal \( \theta^*_s \), the option value is given by the possibility of investment; but when \( \theta_s \) is higher the option value will be that of the project after investment, minus costs of investment (Lopes, 2007).

### 3.4 Two-Phased Investment Model

Our phased investment model has two components: a seed investment and an expansion phase. The expansion phase can be considered an option to expand \( F_p \) whose price is the initial investment (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994). Trigeorgis (1995), Kulatilaka & Perotti (1998) argue that the seed investment project does not necessarily needs to be profitable if it eventually leads to follow-up investments that have positive results, essentially meaning that those options increase the value of the investment. Since the value of the seed investment is \( V_0 \), the expanded project can be defined as \( V_p = V_0 + F_p \), therefore:
\[ F_p = V_p - V_0 \iff F_p(\theta_p, K) = \begin{cases} 0 & \theta_p = 0 \\ E[F_p(\theta_p, dt, K) - V_0] & 0 < \theta_p \leq \theta^*_p \\ \Pi(\theta_p, K) - \Pi(1, K_0) - I(K - K_0) & \theta_p > \theta^*_p \end{cases} \quad (3.41) \]

where \( K_0 \) is the production capacity installed by the seed investment, \( K \) is the expected production capacity and \( \theta_p \) is the hedged capacity in this model. The seed investment can be used as a source of information about the market, hence reducing its volatility. However, the initial production capacity \( K_0 \) must be big enough to provide information with a desired level of significance. According to Newbold et al. (2007) the test of the average value on a Normal distribution with unknown variance can be done with the statistic \( t \)-student distribution:

\[ \frac{\hat{\theta}_p - \theta_p}{s_{\theta_p}/\sqrt{K_0}} < -t_{K_0-1, \alpha_s} \quad ; \quad \hat{\theta}_p = \alpha - \frac{s_{\theta_p}^2}{2} \quad (3.42) \]

where \( \hat{\theta}_p \) is the observed mean of the sample, \( \theta_p \) represents the test value, \( s_{\theta_p} \) the standard deviation of the sample, \( K_0 \) is the initial production capacity and \( \alpha_s \) represents the level of significance. But \( \hat{\theta}_p \) includes the variance, hence the minimum size of the sample must also validate the hypothesis regarding the variance used in the model (Newbold et al., 2007). To this end we can use the Chi-Squared distribution:

\[ \frac{(K_0 - 1)s_{\theta_p}^2}{\sigma^2_{\theta_p}} > \chi^2_{K_0-1, \alpha_s} \quad (3.43) \]

where \( K_0 \) is the initial production capacity, \( \sigma^2_{\theta_p} \) is the variance used for the test of the hypothesis, \( s_{\theta_p}^2 \) the variance of the sample and \( \alpha_s \) represents the level of significance.

Going back to the option valuation, equation (3.41) has three possible results: the first means the expansion option has no value and therefore it is abandoned. In such case the expansion would not happen so the value of the project remains the same. The second result expresses the need to wait more time for the evolution of the hedged capacity variable since it has not reached its optimal value; and the third represents the exercise of the expansion option (Lopes, 2007). As in the single investment model, we can use the option formula:

\[ F_p = \max \left[ 0, e^{-\rho dt} E[F_p - V_0], \Pi(\theta_p, K) - \Pi(1, K) - I(K - K_0) \right] \quad (3.44) \]

where \( \rho \) is the expected rate of return, \( \theta_p \) is the hedged capacity, \( K_0 \) is the production capacity and \( K \) is the expected production capacity after expansion. As in the single investment model, we assume there is no maturity date. As a result we can rewrite the equation as:

\[ \rho F_p(\theta_p, K) dt = E[dF_p(\theta_p, K) - V_0 dt], \]

and its resulting partial differential equation (PDE):

\[ \frac{1}{2} \sigma^2_p \partial^2 F_p(\theta_p, K) = \frac{\partial F_p(\theta_p, K)}{\partial \theta_p} - \rho F_p(\theta_p, K) = 0 \quad (3.45) \]

where \( \sigma^2_p \) is the variance in this model, \( \theta_p \) is the hedged capacity, \( \alpha \) is the trend coefficient and \( \rho \)
represents the expected rate of return. The above PDE has the following restrictions: the first is defined in the same as in the single investment model (equation 3.19) and assents there is no value in the expansion option if there is no demand. The second restriction (equation 3.46) states that the expansion option has the same value as the project and therefore the investment decision can be taken:

\[ F_p(\theta^*_p, K) = \Pi(\theta^*_p, K) - \Pi(1, K_0) - I(K - K_0) \]  

(3.46)

The third restriction (equation 3.47) limits the value of the option regardless of the demand, since the number of units sold cannot exceed the production capacity:

\[ \lim_{\theta_p \to \infty} F_p(\theta_p, K) = \Pi(1, K - K_0) - I(K - K_0) \]  

(3.47)

The fourth restriction is also defined in the same as in the single investment model (equation 3.22). It guarantees \( \theta^*_p \) is the optimal value for the exertion of the option; if the company decides to defer the investment, it will forfeit cash flows with greater value. The last restriction (equation 3.48) determines the maximum value of the production capacity, where any revenue from a unit produced is equal to its cost:

\[ \frac{\partial \Pi(\theta^*_p, K)}{\partial K} = \frac{\partial I(K - K_0)}{\partial K} \]  

(3.48)

The following equations are the same as in the single investment model:

\[ F x(\theta_p, K) = A_1 \theta^\beta_p \]  

(3.49)

\[ \delta_p = \rho - \alpha + \frac{\sigma^2_p}{2} \]  

(3.50)

\[ \beta_p = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{\alpha}{\sigma^2_p} + \sqrt{\left(\frac{\alpha}{\sigma^2_p} - \frac{1}{2}\right)^2 + \frac{2\rho}{\sigma^2} + \frac{a}{\sigma^2}} \]  

(3.51)

\[ \frac{d\Pi(\theta_p, K)}{d\theta_p} = \frac{mK}{\delta_p} \]  

(3.52)

\[ \frac{d\Pi(\theta_p, K)}{dK\theta_p} = -\frac{c + kK}{\rho} \]  

(3.53)

Excluding the derivative steps for the calculation of the optimal value of the hedged capacity \( \theta^*_p \):

\[ \theta^*_p = \frac{\beta_p}{\beta_p - 1} \frac{\delta_p}{mK} \left[ K \left( \frac{2c + kK}{2\rho} + a \right) + K_0 \left( \frac{2(m - c) - kK_0}{2\rho} + a \right) \right] \]  

(3.54)

where \( \beta_p \) is the positive solution of the quadratic PDE (equation 3.45), \( \delta_p \) is the convenience yield, \( m \) is the margin per unit, \( c \) and \( k \) are fixed cost coefficients, \( a \) represents the setup cost per unit, \( \rho \) is the expected rate of return and \( K_0 \) is the production capacity installed with the seed investment. We can clearly see the difference between this equation and its equivalent from the Single Investment Model (equation 3.37): the contribution from the seed investment to the determination of the optimal value.

Once we have found the optimal value \( \theta^*_p \) we can determine its expected value for the first passage
with Ingersoll’s equation (equation 3.38). Furthermore, we can now represent the value of the option to expand $F_p(\theta_p, K)$:

$$F_p(\theta_p, K) = \begin{cases} 0 & \theta_p \leq 0 \\ \frac{mK}{\beta_p \delta_p \theta_p} & 0 \leq \theta_p \leq \theta_p^* \\ K \left( \frac{m \theta_p}{\delta \theta_p} - \frac{2c + kK}{2\rho} \right) - K_0 \left( \frac{2(m - c) - kK_0}{2\rho} - a(K - K_0) \right) & \theta_p \geq \theta_p^* \end{cases}$$

(3.55)

where $m$ is the margin per unit, $\beta_p$ is the positive solution of the quadratic PDE $(x)$, $\delta_p$ is the convenience yield, $\theta_p$ is the hedged capacity, $c$ and $k$ are fixed cost function coefficients, $\rho$ is the expected rate of return, $a$ represents the setup cost per unit and $K_0$ is the production capacity installed with the seed investment. In conclusion, the valuation of the Phased Investment Model ends up being similar to the Single Investment Model. However, the seed investment has effects on the volatility coefficient which ends up affecting the optimal value of the hedged capacity $\theta_p^*$.

### 3.5 Two-Phased Investment Model With Kalman Filter

The Phased Investment Model has the advantage of being able to retrieve information about the stochastic variable evolution. The seed investment is, by definition, a small investment that provides a foothold on the market. It does not cover the whole market, but it still provides partial information from the sample of population. We can use this information to estimate the trend value $\alpha$ and the noise $\sigma dW$, by filtering the demand value according to the observed process (Lopes, 2007).

The Kalman filter is a set of mathematical equations that provides an efficient computational recursive solution of the least-squares method. The filter supports estimations of past, present, and even future states, and it can do so even when the precise nature of the modeled system is unknown (Bishop & Welch, 2001). This model aims to update the estimates of parameters when in presence of historical data. Each current estimation depends on the Kalman Gain, a measured value and the previous estimation. With this information we can try to eliminate the noise. Nevertheless, the Kalman filter inputs are data from a sample and not from the global market itself. Still, it is statistically possible to determine what size the sample must have to provide values with an acceptable confidence interval (Newbold et al., 2007).

Remembering the equation of the stochastic variable $\theta$ with a time factor:

$$d\theta_t = \alpha \theta_t dt + \sigma \theta_t dW_t$$

(3.56)

The stochastic variable $\theta$ estimate in time $t$ obtained from its initial value can be defined as:

$$\theta_t = \theta_a \exp \left\{ \left( \alpha - \frac{1}{2} \sigma^2 \right) (t - a) + \sigma (W_t - W_a) \right\}$$

(3.57)

The seed investment allows us to obtain an observed value $H$ at moment $t$ with a similar behavior:
\[ H_t = \mu \theta_t + \xi_t \epsilon_t \quad (3.58) \]

where \( \epsilon_t \) represents the white noise, \( \mu \) represents the average of the observations, and \( \xi_t \) represents the standard deviation of the observations. Using historical data from the observed demand values, we can define the representative function of the cumulative observations as:

\[ Z_t = \int_0^t H_s ds \quad (3.59) \]

Since \( Z_t \) expresses the behavior of a stochastic variable it can also be expressed as:

\[ dZ_t = \mu \theta_t dt + \xi dX_t \quad (3.60) \]

where \( dX_t \) represents increments in a Wiener process independent from \( dW_t \).

Seeing that both \( \theta \) and \( Z \) are Gaussian processes, each random variable has a normal distribution. In \( f_{\theta}(Z[0, t]) \) we have a normal distribution which we can use to estimate \( \theta \) according to its expected behavior and the registered observations:

\[ \hat{\theta}_t = E[\theta_t | Z[0, t]] \quad (3.61) \]

and variance:

\[ S_t = E[(\theta_t - \hat{\theta}_t)^2 | Z[0, t]] \quad (3.62) \]

The Kalman Filter uses a closed system of dynamic equations to determine values for both \( \hat{\theta}_t \) and \( S_t \) through an optimal filter (Liptser & Shiryayev, 2001):

\[ d\hat{\theta}_t = \alpha \hat{\theta}_t dt + \frac{\mu}{\xi^2_t} S_t \hat{\theta}_t (dZ_t - \mu \theta_t dt) \quad (3.63) \]

\[ \frac{dS_t}{dt} = 2\alpha S_t - \frac{\mu^2}{\xi^2_t} S_t^2 + \sigma^2 \quad (3.64) \]

Since both \( \theta \) and \( Z \) are Gaussian processes, their conditional distributions are Normal. Our goal is to estimate the values for \( \theta \) and the conditional variance \( S \) according to their expected behavior and the registered observations. To do so we use a closed system of dynamic equations which define an optimal filter (Liptser & Shiryayev, 2001):

\[ d\hat{\theta}_t = \alpha \hat{\theta}_t dt + \frac{\mu}{\xi^2_t} S_t \hat{\theta}_t dX_t \quad (3.65) \]

where \( \hat{\theta}_t \) represents the current estimation and \( dX_t \) an increment of a Wiener process, and:

\[ \frac{dS_t}{dt} = 2\alpha S_t - \frac{\mu^2}{\xi^2_t} S_t^2 + \sigma^2 \quad (3.66) \]
Equation 3.65 is the measure equation and represents the update of the estimate \( \theta \) after the incorporation of the information present in \( Z_t \). In other words, the estimated \( \theta \) is the previous estimation modified by the new information. Equation 3.66 weights the new information against the historical data and represents the effect of a learning behavior by allowing an increase in precision through time (Epstein et al., 1999). Since there’s a change in the behavior of the stochastic variable that represents the hedged capacity when we apply the Kalman filter, the representation of its optimal value \( \theta^*_k \) must be changed to reflect these changes:

\[
\theta^*_k = \frac{\beta_k}{\beta_k - 1} \left( \frac{\rho - \alpha + \frac{1}{2} \mu^2 S_t^2}{mK} \left[ K \left( \frac{2c + kK}{2\rho} + a \right) + V_0 \right] \right)
\] (3.67)

where \( \beta_k \) is the positive solution of the quadratic PDE, \( \rho \) is the expected rate of return, \( \alpha \) is the trend coefficient, \( m \) represents the margin per unit, \( c \) and \( k \) are fixed cost coefficients, \( V_0 \) is the value of the seed investment project and \( S_t \) is the conditional variance. Once we’ve found the optimal value \( \theta^*_k \) we can determine its expected value for the first passage with equation 3.38.

Excluding the derivative steps, the conditional variance \( S_t \) can be represented as:

\[
S_t = \frac{1}{3} S_{t-1} + \frac{2}{3} \xi^2 \frac{\alpha}{\mu^2}
\] (3.68)

The above equation shows us \( S_t \) is constructed as a weighted average between the previous \( S_{t-1} \) value and the last registered observation adjusted by a correction factor. If the trend values \( \alpha \) and \( \mu \) are correctly estimated, they will have the same value, and their correction factor will be the inverse of the trend coefficient.
Chapter 4

Case Study Analysis and Description: Paydiant

4.1 Payment Industry Evolution and Paydiant

Paydiant is a start-up technology based company from the United States that has created a white label mobile wallet and payment solution (Alvarez et al., 2011). It allows banks, retailers and payment processors to deploy a branded contactless mobile wallet, a mobile payment and cash access platform without involving new intermediaries nor hardware.

Paydiant’s prototype system consists of a software solution. Unlike NFC\(^1\) hardware alternatives, customers just need to enroll their mobile phone electronic serial number and payment credentials in a secure Paydiant website and then download a free Paydiant app. For the merchants, they only need to acquire the software and load it onto existing POS systems. Then the software enables the display of a two-dimensional barcode used in the transaction processing. To illustrate the transaction process, a consumer enters his PIN to unlock his smartphone, then opens the Paydiant’s app and chooses the "pay in store" button. The cashier prompts a mobile transaction and the LCD displays Paydiant’s unique 2-D barcode. The customer scans it using the smartphone camera. Up that time, the transaction is processed through the system and applies for credit from the loyalty programs. Afterwards the phone displays the total purchase amount and the customer selects which of the preloaded payment credentials he would like to use. Finally, the purchase is confirmed by the consumer and once the transaction is complete, an e-receipt is displayed on their phone (Alvarez et al., 2011).

The evolution of the POS\(^2\) systems such as Paydiant’s provides some advantages over the previous systems. One advantage is the faster processing of a transaction, such as, when a consumer has to present both credit card and the loyalty card. Another advantage is the added security at no additional cost, since the customer no longer has to swipe his credit card. Finally there’s the advantage of not having to

---

\(^1\)Near Field Communication (NFC) is a short-range high frequency wireless communication technology which enables the exchange of data between devices over about a ten centimeter distance. The technology is a simple extension of the ISO 14443 proximity-card standard that combines the interface of a smartcard and a reader into a single device.

\(^2\)Point of Sale, it refers to the physical location where an offline transaction occurs, which is oftentimes a retail shop or the checkout counter in that shop.
carry around a wallet stuffed with cards, money, offers, coupons, etc.

Considering this company is located in the U.S.A., it makes sense using data from the same location for describing the history and evolution of its market. Electronic payment systems in the 20th century consisted primarily on magnetic stripe cards, enabling consumers to pay on credit and debit cards. These cards allow consumers to pay for their purchases using funds from their bank accounts. With the emergence of the internet some other electronic payment forms started to appear, like PayPal and Neteller, which use credit card information for transactions.

According to the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston (FRBB) magnetic stripe cards and other electronic payments have been replacing checks in US non-cash payments. The number of US check payments by all sectors (household, business and government) have been on the decline since 1996, where it amounted for 50 billion per year, to around 25 billion payments in 2009. During the first decade of the XXI century, debit card usage had grown significantly faster than credit cards, surpassing them by 2006. Debit card payments increased more than fourfold since the year 2000, toppling check payments and amounting for more than 38 billion in 2009. Credit cards also started increasing but remained steady from 2006. Furthermore, available data shows that electronic payments, such as Automated Clearing House, almost doubled in the same time frame, amounting around 19 billion payments (FRBB, 2012). Table 4.1 confirms that issue, showing similar results: a decrease in check and cash usage, and an increase in electronic account deduction, online bill payments, and magnetic cards.

![Table 4.1](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual (2005-2008)</th>
<th>Decreased</th>
<th>Increased</th>
<th>Maintained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>43.0%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td>41.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checks</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>40.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debit cards</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>33.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit cards</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>37.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepaid cards</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>57.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic account deduction</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>43.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online bill payments</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: 2008 survey of consumer payment choice. Adapted from Foster et al, 2010.

In 2009, four companies owned the electronic payments system in the United States: Visa, MasterCard, American Express and Discover. Together they had 631 million credit cards in circulation. Each of these companies had created its own network through which its cards operated. Each of these brands acted as their own card association, developing the operating procedures and rules for the issuance, use and acceptance of their cards. These cards have fees associated to, which vary depending on their issuer and how they are used. Debit cards are much like electronic checks, they are linked to the consumer’s bank account. There are two types of debit cards in the US: signature debit and PIN debit cards, each with their own rules. To further complicate, some cards combine credit and debit, some can be used in ATM, etc.(Alvarez et al., 2011).

The Federal Reserve Bank of Boston points to a significantly faster growth of debit card usage against

---

3 Credit Union Journal, 'Consumers Ready to Swipe Their Phones', January 2011.
5 Automated Teller Machine or cash machine.
credit cards (FRBB, 2012). While credit cards had their own networks created by the major credit card brands, PIN debit cards worked on different networks. Many early debit cards were issued by banks that also issued ATM cards, and these ATM cards operated on electronic funds transfer (EFT) networks. These early EFT networks were created independently from the credit card networks and had different ownership, operations and fees. In 2010, leading EFT networks included Interlink, Maestro, STAR, NYCE, Pulse and ACCEL. Only STAR, NYCE and ACCEL were independent from the major credit card competitors\(^6\).

In terms of payment instruments market share, table 3.2 shows an increase in both card and other electronic payment systems and a decrease in paper payments from 2005 to 2010. The substitution of checks by magnetic cards is one of the reasons pointed by the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston (FRBB, 2012).

![Table 3.2: United States consumer payment systems, dollar volume and transactions in billions. Source: The Nilson Report. Issue 985, December, 2011.](image)

The state of electronic payment systems such as debit and credit cards is relevant because a mobile proximity payment system such as Paydiant’s typically uses these instruments for processing transactions. Before the Internet, North American buyers would place orders via phone from home for products they’d see on television or catalogs. With the emergence of the Internet the so called e-commerce started to appear, and has been growing since. According to the Internet World Stats\(^7\) as of June, 2012 North America region has the highest internet penetration (78.6%) worldwide, followed by Europe (63.2%), an indispensable factor for the growth of e-commerce.

Retailers introduced e-commerce as a new segment in their business, each with their own offers to bring in customers. The widespread Internet access and these offers prompted consumers to increasingly shop online. As a result, in the US there were 163.1 million online payments in 2009, followed by 167.3 million in 2010 and 194.3 million in 2011. The consumer’s expanding ability to go online not only from home or work, but from their cellphones, tablets, consoles, television sets or other devices also facilitates

\(^6\)Pulse. ‘The Evolution of US EFT Networks - Lessons to be Learned’.
\(^7\)Internet World Stats. 'World Internet Users and Population Stats', accessed January, 2013.
the growth of e-commerce. Mobile commerce, or m-commerce, is expected to make up a larger share than they have in the past, possibly accounting for one quarter of all e-commerce transactions (Bel & Gaza, 2012).

The use of smartphones has been steadily growing in the past years, surpassing the use of feature phones in January 2012 (see Figure 4.1). By February 2013 around 133.7 million people in the US owned smartphones, representing a 57% market penetration⁸. These phones have become of extreme importance to their users, allowing them to surf the web and check emails, socializing, shopping and check their banking accounts (Alvarez et al., 2011). According to a survey from Carlisle & Gallagher Consulting Group, 48% of US consumers are interested in using a mobile phone wallet. Some of the incentives go from lower interest rates and cash-back rewards to discounts and loyalty programs, and the ability to track offers on their devices. Having to carry a number of cards for the purpose of loyalty programs, and keeping track of terms and conditions is said to be frustrating⁹. Simultaneously, banking and shopping apps is on the rise with 53 percent of American smartphone owners as regular users. In addition, mobile shopping is rising with 30 percent of smartphone users already doing so¹⁰.

![Figure 4.1: U.S.A. mobile phone subscribers by device, adapted from Alvarez et al. (2011).](image)

Combining a mobile phone with computer and Internet capabilities brought in a host of new uses for them. By incorporating new features such as GPS, it allowed users to find local merchants, and local merchants to advertise to nearby smartphone users. Smartphones run on their own operating systems which allow software developers to create software applications for them. These apps provide smartphones many other capabilities, such as games, social networking, mobile banking, etc. Nowadays, users can download apps for a variety of activities, customizing their phones to their own needs.

Online and offline checkout experiences are evolving, with technological innovations allowing new ser-
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⁸ comScore. 'February 2013 US Smartphone Subscriber Market Share'.
vices and solutions to be integrated, either online or at the counter. The payment interaction is becoming a connection between the merchant and the customer, where loyal customers are being recognized and rewarded for coming back, and new customers are offered comeback discounts. In North America, an abundance of initiatives have been launched by various different players, such as banks, startups and corporates, to provide these new services to merchants. Card schemes have been placing big bets and money on marketing campaigns around the benefits of NFC, but have so far failed to reach critical mass. Other players, such as Paydiant, are focusing on exploiting different technologies, such as the ubiquitous internet connection, to enable mobile payment methods (Longoni & Gaza, 2012).

The use of the mobile phone for completing transactions has had and will continue to have a disruptive effect in the payment industry, both on emerging and developed economies. In Kenya, the M-PESA is solving liquidity problems of entire rural villages, where an average of 150M Ksh (€1.39M) is transferred through M-PESA per day, although most of it is done in small amounts of around 1500Ksh (€13.93) per transaction. In contrast, in the U.S.A square is affecting the POS market for small merchants, processing more than $15 billion in payments on an annualized basis.

It’s worth mentioning that Paydiant faces strong competitors in its market. Global internet giants of the likes of PayPal, Google and Amazon, as well as the card networks, are testing new propositions. PayPal is determined to hold on to its dominant position as dedicated online payments provider, while also expanding the more traditional payment systems with magnetic stripe cards (Bel & Gaza, 2012). In August 2012 PayPal announced a partnership with Discover, allowing it access to more than 7 million vendors by swiping their cards on dongles. Moreover, PayPal is also working on its mobile wallet which had already signed up eighteen thousand vendors by the end of 2012.

While giants battle for their market share, young innovators develop new mobile payment methods. To list a few, Jumio and Card.io use computer vision technology to scan credit cards with the device’s webcam to make payments. MasterCard is working on a private-labeled wallet based on NFC and QR code technologies. Similarly, Visa is betting on NFC and partnering with Samsung for its wallet to be incorporated into all future mobile phones. Square, PayPal and iZettle offer free mobile card readers to retailers and charge a percentage per transaction. Incidentally, Google, Paypal and Square are working on wallet apps to allow its customers to pay with their own mobiles. Paydiant, on the other hand, offers a white label mobile wallet and payment solution to banks, retailers and credit card processors, allowing them to use their own brands and create the opportunity of new revenue streams from highly targeted mobile ads and offers (Alvarez et al., 2011).

Paydiant has been able to attract some big name partners and customers so far. It offers the platform to ISOs and their sales partners through an arrangement with Vantiv. Paydiant also partnered with outsourcing giant Fidelity National Information Services. FIS is the world’s largest global provider dedicated to banking and payments technologies, serving more than 14 thousand institutions in over a hundred countries. Other partners include pcAmerica, the Bank of America and Menusoft Systems.
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11 Square offers a card-reader which allows the swiping of debit and credit cards on smartphones or tablets
The more recent partnerships include U.S.A. based grocery chain Harris Teeter, with whom Paydiant agreed to incorporate its wallet into Harris Teeter’s existing consumer-facing mobile application dubbed HT mobile, U.S.A. debit and ATM network PULSE, and U.S.A. based ATM provider Diebold.

The market for mobile payments is expected to remain fragmented for at least the next couple of years, with access technologies, business models and partners varying by market. According to Patricia Hewitt, Director of Debit Advisory Services at Mercator Advisory Group, "The most successful next-generation payment product will be considerate of a wider range of stakeholders in its design and allow them to impact the user experience according to their business need and still-evolving industry dynamics".

A study by Jiwire suggests that as mobile device adoption grows, so does the use of mobile wallets and location based services. 47% of smartphone owners also own tablets, up from 32% in the fourth quarter of 2011. Gartner, in turn, estimates a 98% increase compared to 2011.

Despite slower growth than previously expected, eMarketer claims mobile proximity payments will top $1 Billion in the U.S. by the end of 2013. In September 2012 the same company estimated point-of-sale payments using a mobile phone as a payment device, whether via near-field communications or other contactless technology, would total $640 million. Although the growth rate was not as big as expected it still represented a 225.6% growth over the past year. Driven by consumers buying daily coffees on closed-loop payment systems, as well as an increase in bigger-ticket purchases made via smartphones, mobile payment transactions more than tripled in the U.S, reaching $539 million. By 2017, proximity mobile payments will have exploded in the US, and total transaction value will hit $58.42 billion.

![Figure 4.2: U.S.A. proximity mobile payment transaction values, in 1000000000's, adapted from eMarketer. Note: point-of-sale transactions made by using a mobile device as a payment method: includes scanning, tapping, swiping or checking in with a mobile device at the point of sale to complete transaction. Excludes purchases of digital goods on mobile devices, purchases made remotely on mobile devices that are delivered later on, and transactions made via tablets.](image)
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17 Gartner. 'Worldwide Media Tablets Sales to Reach 119 Million Units in 2012.', 2012.
18 eMarketer’s estimates are based on an analysis of the market presence of major mobile payment players, estimates from other research firms, consumer smartphone, mobile payment adoption and retail spending trends.
19 eMarketer, 'Proximity Mobile Payments Set to Explode in U.S.', October, 2012.
20 eMarketer. 'U.S. Mobile Payments to Top $1 Billion in 2013', July, 2013.
Still, the market is growing slower than formerly expected, as evidenced by eMarketer’s scaled back estimates of user adoption and transaction value from initial projections in 2012. Numerous mobile wallet initiatives are facing delays and adoption issues, as well as congested landscape of competing technologies, which materially affected the outlook on mobile payment transaction values. Likewise, Gartner Inc also scaled down its expectations, stating worldwide mobile payment transaction values will surpass $235.0 billion in 2013, an increase of 44.17% over 2012, and that it will exceed $720 Billion by 2017\(^{21}\). Near Field Communications’ (NFC) transaction value has been reduced by more than 40% throughout Gartner’s forecast period due to disappointing adoption of NFC technology in all markets in 2012 and the fact that some high-profile services, like Google Wallet and Isis, are struggling to gain traction.

Numerous forecasts attempt to quantify the global mobile payments industry, although estimates vary widely based on the scope of what each research firm considers a mobile payment. Table 4.3 provides comparative estimates of mobile payment transaction volume worldwide, from 2011 to 2017:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gartner, 2013</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$163.0</td>
<td>$235.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$721.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yankee Group**, 2013</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$60.7</td>
<td>$126.2</td>
<td>$230.3</td>
<td>$371.0</td>
<td>$531.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gartner, 2012</td>
<td>$105.9</td>
<td>$171.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>617.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPD In-Stat*, 2012</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$1.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE Market Research, 2012</td>
<td>$47.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$998.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informa Telecoms &amp; Media**, 2011</td>
<td>$2.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$71.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yankee Group**, 2012</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$366.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juniper Research, 2012</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$1,300.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Mobile transaction volume worldwide in billions. Note: * NFC/barcodes only, **NFC only.

### 4.2 Investment Assumptions

#### 4.2.1 Expected Market Evolution

In order to quantify Paydiant’s market share we will use the values from eMarketer market study (figure 4.2) since it only includes proximity payments done via a mobile phone at the point of sale. It is also important to mention that it only considers payments made in the U.S.A., which is where Paydiant operates. Also, a recent market plan\(^{22}\) suggests Paydiant aims for a 10% market share.

Lint & Pennings (2001) and Kotler & Keller (2001) suggest an acceptable time for introduction of four years for new products since they might become technologically outdated. Therefore, due to the nature of our case study we will use data for the same period. Table 4.4 provides the expected yearly growth rates for the period between 2011 and 2015:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>217.647%</td>
<td>92.593%</td>
<td>149.038%</td>
<td>274.131%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Proximity mobile payment forecast growth rates.

---


\(^{22}\)University of Applied Sciences Amsterdam, 'Paydiant Mobile Playments Marketing Plan', 2011.
Using the yearly growth rates based on eMarketer’s estimates from table 4.4 we can determine the market trend rate $\alpha$ by calculating its geometric mean return:

$$\alpha = \sqrt[n]{(1 + r_1)(1 + r_2)\cdots(1 + r_n)} - 1,$$

where $n$ is the acceptable time for introduction for new technology products in years, $r_1$ to $r_n$ represent the expected yearly growth rates of each subsequent year after 2011, and $\alpha$ represents the compounded annual trend rate. Therefore $\alpha$ is:


In order to quantify Paydiant’s operations we start by assuming the unit produced by Paydiant is a processed transaction. Consequently, the production capacity represents the number of transactions the Paydiant server can process. Each of these transactions have a value associated to, which may have wide range of sizes depending on what a customer buys. A Starbucks coffee may represent a $5 transaction while an opera concert ticket represents a $100 transaction. Using data from the magnetic strip card’s industry, we calculated an average value for a transaction:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.S. Dollars</th>
<th>Market Share</th>
<th>No. Transactions</th>
<th>Market Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(100,000,000’s)</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>(100,000,000’s)</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debit</td>
<td>1630.1</td>
<td>43.53</td>
<td>43.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit</td>
<td>1942.26</td>
<td>51.87</td>
<td>23.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepaid</td>
<td>172.36</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>5.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: U.S.A. debit, credit and prepaid cards market data.

By dividing the dollar amount of each type of magnetic stripe card by their respective number of transactions, we estimated an average value for debit, credit and prepaid cards:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card Type</th>
<th>Debit</th>
<th>Credit</th>
<th>Prepaid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average value</td>
<td>$37.456</td>
<td>$83.754</td>
<td>$33.598</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Average U.S. dollar value of transactions by type of magnetic stripe card.

Next, we estimated an aggregated average value per transaction processed by multiplying each of the average values per payment instrument by their corresponding market share coefficients\(^{23}\) in table 4.5, resulting in an average value per processed transaction of $\Omega = \frac{37.456 \times 0.6058 + 83.754 \times 0.3228 + 33.598 \times 0.0714}{52.125} = 52.125$. By using the U.S. mobile proximity payment transaction value in 2011 (Figure 4.2) together with Paydiant’s market share\(^ {24}\) and the average value per transaction $\Omega$ we can define the initial demand $D_0 = \frac{1000000000 \times 0.1}{52.125} = 326.14k$ transactions.

The expected evolution of the demand depends on the estimated trend rate coefficient $\alpha$, which represents the medium to long term growth rate (Braumann, 2005) and was previously defined as $\alpha = 1.747$. Hence, the expected demand evolution is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. Transactions (thousands)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>326.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>895.906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2461.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6760.519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>18571.146</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Expected evolution of demand.

\(^{23}\)Since we calculated an average value per transaction we will use the transaction market share coefficients.\(^ {24}\)Paydiant’s market share has been previously defined as 10%.
The hedged capacity $\theta_t$ represents the ratio between the demand and the production capacity at a given time $t$. However, there is no installed production before the investment actually happens, so we need to set an almost arbitrary theoretical production capacity based on the expected evolution of the demand. Table 4.7 indicates a theoretical production capacity of 18571.146k transactions for both models. Using the equation for the hedged capacity (equation 3.3)$^{25}$ we can now define our initial hedged capacity $\theta_0$ as 0.0176.

### 4.2.2 Costs and Revenue

The transaction value does not represent the actual revenue the company earns by processing a transaction. We assume Paydiant, much like Square$^{26}$, charges a 2.75% percentage fee per transaction. But Paydiant is not a credit card processor, therefore it isn’t exempt from either the banks’ interchange fees and Visa, Mastercard or Discovery’s assessment fees. To illustrate, if Paydiant charges $p$ per transaction, it will earn a margin equal to $m = (p - b) \Omega$ of each processed transaction, where $b$ represents the approximate interchange and assessment fees. Table 4.8 provides these fees bundled together on each processed transaction in percentage, by magnetic stripe card type:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card Type</th>
<th>Prepaid</th>
<th>PIN Debit</th>
<th>Signature Debit</th>
<th>Credit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bundled fees</td>
<td>0.40%</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
<td>1.50%</td>
<td>2.25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.8: Bundled interchange and assessment fees for magnetic stripe cards. Crone Consulting LLC Best Practices Benchmark Database.

Using the percentage fees in table 4.8 together with the market share coefficients in table 4.5$^{27}$ for each type of magnetic cards we can determine an average wholesale percentage fee per transaction $b$ which represents the interchange and assessment fees charged by the banks, Visa and other card associations:

$$b = r_{debit} \eta_{debit} + r_{credit} \eta_{credit} + r_{prepaid} \eta_{prepaid}$$ (4.1)

where $b$ is the average wholesale percentage fee per transaction, $r_{credit}, r_{debit}$ and $r_{prepaid}$ are the bundled fees of each of the magnetic stripe card instruments and $\eta_{credit}, \eta_{debit}$ and $\eta_{prepaid}$ represent each of the instruments’ market share coefficients. Yet there are different bundled fees for signature and PIN debit cards. So, in order to calculate the average wholesale percentage fee we must first calculate and average percentage fee for the debit cards. Considering that PIN debit cards account for 40% of the debit transactions in the U.S. while signature account for 60% (Wang, 2012), we can set an aggregated debit percentage fee with the following expression:

$$r_{debit} = r_{PINdebit} \eta_{PINdebit} + r_{SIGdebit} \eta_{SIGdebit}$$ (4.2)

where $r_{PINdebit}$ and $r_{SIGdebit}$ represent the percentage fee of each of the magnetic stripe card instru-

---

$^{25}$Equation 3.3 is defined as $\theta_t = \frac{D_t}{K}$

$^{26}$As of April, 2013 Square charges 2.75% fee per transaction.

$^{27}$See footnote 20.
ments defined in table 4.8, and $\eta_{\text{credit}}$, $\eta_{\text{debit}}$ and $\eta_{\text{prepaid}}$ represent each of the instruments’ market share coefficients defined in table 4.5\textsuperscript{28}. By applying equation 4.2 our resulting debit card percentage fee can be set as $r_{\text{debit}} = 1 \times 0.4 + 1.5 \times 0.6 = 1.3\%$. After these considerations we can now calculate the average wholesale percentage fee per transaction $b$ with equation 4.1, $b = 0.013 \times 0.6058 + 0.0225 \times 0.3228 + 0.004 \times 0.0714 = 0.0154$ or $b = 1.54\%$\textsuperscript{29}. Finally, recalling the equation for the margin per transaction processed $m = (p - b) \Omega$, we can now set it as $m = (0.0275 - 0.0154) \times 0.6307125 = 0.0154$ or $m = 1.54\%$.

The operational costs are given by the cost function $G(\theta, K)$ defined in our methodology. This function is divided by variable ($b$) and fixed costs, where the latter only depend on the production capacity installed. For the sake of simplicity let $K$ be a thousand transactions:

$$G(\theta, K) = b \theta K + \begin{cases} 
680K + \frac{-0.005}{2} K^2, & \text{if } K \leq 1000 \\
520K + \frac{-0.004}{2} K^2, & \text{if } K \leq 2500 \\
380K + \frac{-0.003}{2} K^2, & \text{if } K \leq 5000 \\
260K + \frac{-0.002}{2} K^2, & \text{if } K \leq 10000 \\
180K + \frac{-0.001}{2} K^2, & \text{if } K \leq 15000 \\
140K + \frac{-0.0005}{2} K^2, & \text{if } K > 15000 
\end{cases} \quad (4.3)$$

Such values show negative revenues for such low number of transactions, but exhibit a decreasing function according to the production capacity. This behavior simulates the scalability of IT projects, where the project requires a certain number of employees with different skill sets to work in the beginning. However, a further increase in productivity only requires the reinforcement of the team, hence creating an economy of scale behavior.

Lastly, the setup cost function $I = (K) = aK$ defined by our methodological approach represents the cost of installing a network able to process a determined amount of transactions $K$. In order to determine the value of the setup cost coefficient $a$, we consider the cost of installing a data center capable of processing the expected transactions at the end of the period of valuation.

According to table 4.7, the expected demand for the year 2015 is 18571.146k transactions. Considering each year has 365.242 days, our expected daily demand of transactions is: $\frac{18571.146}{365.242} = 50.88$ transactions per second. This transaction frequency means we require a data center able to process a transaction every 0.588\textsuperscript{-1} or 1.699 seconds on average. With this information we can now estimate the requirements for a small data center capable of processing this amount of transactions.

Using a Total Cost of Ownership\textsuperscript{30} analysis, we can estimate the costs for an on-premises data center with the following configuration: three standard Web Application Servers where one is used for backup, two Database Servers, an Overall Storage of 20TB, multi-site redundancy given by three differents.

\textsuperscript{28}We use the market share coefficient by number of transactions and not by the amount of dollars transacted.
\textsuperscript{29}Our estimated wholesale percentage fee is approximate to the one calculated by CardFellow for Square. CardFellow only considers credit card swipes.
\textsuperscript{30}Total Cost of Ownership is a widely used methodology for valuating the costs of running a data center. Our analysis was made using Amazon Web Services metrics for valuation: http://aws.amazon.com/tco-calculator/ .
ent telecommunication providers, with a bandwidth of 100Mbps to guarantee a fast connection, and a "spikey predictable\textsuperscript{31}" usage pattern. However, nowadays there are two ways a company or individual can provide web applications to their customers: either by running an on-premises data center or by using a cloud computing service. The following table presents our estimated costs for running an on-site data center and for using a cloud computing service:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>On-premises</th>
<th>Amazon WS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Servers</td>
<td>$7630</td>
<td>$2984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>$85592</td>
<td>$13952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>$72533</td>
<td>$10090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>$6210</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>$13800</td>
<td>$10350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total/year</strong></td>
<td><strong>$185765</strong></td>
<td><strong>$30475</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.9: Estimated costs in USD for a data center and for a cloud computing service.

But cloud computing was not as widespread in 2011 as it is today, so we will use the values for the on-premises data center. Yet these values are on an annual basis, so we must calculate their present value for a period of four years. To do so, we must first establish a discount rate for this purpose. Damodaran’s website\textsuperscript{32} defines the Weighted Average Cost of Capital for the Information Technology Services sector as 7.55%. Hence, the cost of the on-premises data center is:

\[
NPV = \frac{185.765}{1.0755} + \frac{185.765}{1.0755^2} + \frac{185.765}{1.0755^3} + \frac{185.765}{1.0755^4} = 621490
\]

This data center valuation points to an average setup cost of $621490 = 33.465\text{USD per each thousand transactions.}

4.2.3 Volatility

The standard deviation describes the random perturbations around the trend coefficient, whose intensity is often described in financial literature as volatility (Braumann, 2005). The mobile wallet is a relatively new product so there is no relevant historical data we can use to estimate its initial volatility. However, there are other similar products such as the debit card that have been established for years. Considering there is a relationship between the debit card industry and the proximity mobile payments industry, we can use real data to estimate the debit card industry volatility. To this end, we used the period from 1990 to 2002:

\footnote{\textsuperscript{31}Term for large fluctuations on a predictable basis.}
\footnote{\textsuperscript{32}Damodaran Online: http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/ adamorar/ .}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Transactions (Millions)</th>
<th>Growth Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>19.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>29.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>43.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>46.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>53.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>2340</td>
<td>50.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>3540</td>
<td>51.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>4930</td>
<td>39.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>6640</td>
<td>34.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>8320</td>
<td>25.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>11200</td>
<td>34.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>14100</td>
<td>25.89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.10: Estimated U.S.A. debit card transaction volume and growth rates for the period 1990 to 2002 (Hayashi et al., 2003).

Presuming the volatility follows a Normal distribution, by fitting the growth rate samples from table 4.10 into a Normal distribution, the resulting standard deviation of the debit card industry is \( \sigma_d = 11.42\% \). Furthermore, we can then adjust it to the same order of magnitude by exploring the relationship between both industries’ growth rates. Using the values from table 4.10 we can determine the geometric mean return of the debit card industry during that period \( \alpha_d = 37.453\% \). Consequently we can adjust the debit card historical volatility for the mobile proximity payment industry, resulting in a volatility coefficient of \( \sigma_h = 53.27\% \).

Since the seed investment increases the amount of data about the market with observed values from the seed investment’s operation, we will use different values for the construction of the investment models. The model’s variance depends on the seed investment size (equation 3.8), but since there is no seed investment in the single investment model, its variance \( \sigma_s \) ends up being twice the historical variance: \( \sigma_s^2 = 2\sigma_h^2 = 0.5675 \).

To determine the initial variance in the phased investment model we must first define \( K_m \). Using equation 3.9 for a confidence interval \( C \) of 0.02 (± 2\%), a confidence level of 99% with a Z-score of 2.575 and the worst case value for the standard deviation \( \sigma = 0.5 \) to determine the sample size: \( N = \frac{2.575^2 \cdot 0.5 (1-0.5)}{0.2^2} = 4144.141k \) transactions. Yet since we know the expected size of the population \( K \) is \( K = 18571.146k \) transactions, we can adjust the sample size \( N \) with equation 3.10: \( K_m = \frac{4144.141}{1 + \frac{4144.141}{18571.146}} \).

With \( K_m = 3390 \) being set, we must now verify the feasibility of equation 3.8 - for a given seed investment \( K_0 \) - to define the observed variance:

\[
s_x^2 = \sigma_h^2 \left( 2 - \frac{K_0}{K_m} \right) \quad \text{(4.4)}
\]

\[^{33}\] This value was calculated by fitting the growth rate samples from table 4.10 into a Normal distribution in @RISK software.

\[^{34}\] We can adjust the debit card historical volatility to the mobile proximity payment industry with the following expression:

\( \sigma_h = \frac{\alpha}{\alpha_d} \cdot \sigma_d \), where \( \sigma_h \) is the mobile payment industry’s volatility, \( \alpha \) is the mobile proximity payment industry trend rate and \( \alpha_d \) is the debit card industry’s trend rate.

\[^{35}\] Equation 3.8 is defined as: \( \sigma_x^2 = \sigma_h^2 \left( 2 - \frac{K_0}{K_m} \right) \).
where $\sigma_h^2$ is the historical variance and $K_0$ is the seed investment capacity. The test of the average value on a Normal distribution with unknown variance is done with the t-student test as indicated by equation 3.43 (Newbold et al., 2007). Assuming the smallest investment’s size aims for a production capacity of $K_0 = 150k$ transactions, or 0.807% of the expected capacity, for a level of significance of 0.1:

$$\frac{1.4695 - 1.46325}{0.555} \sqrt{150} = 0.10474 > t_{149,0.05} ; \bar{\theta}_p = 1.4695 ; \theta_p = 1.46325 \quad (4.5)$$

where $\bar{\theta}_p$ is the hypothesized mean and $\theta_p$ is the sample mean. The following table provides the results of the t-test:

| t-statistic: | 0.10474089 |
| Degrees of freedom: | 149 |
| Critical t-value (two-tailed): | $\pm$ 1.97601318 |
| Two-tailed probability $P(\theta = x)$: | 0.91672226 |
| Two-tailed probability $P(\theta \neq x)$: | 0.08327774 |

Table 4.11: Results of the t-test equation 5.5.

Equation 4.5 validates the idea that a seed investment, even with a reduced production capacity of $K_0 = 150k$ transactions, confirms the feasibility of equation 4.4 for the definition of the model’s variance. However, since it is a value taken from a sample, the variance coefficient to be used must be tested with a Chi-Squared distribution defined by equation 3.34. For a level of significance of 0.1:

$$\frac{(150 - 1) \times 0.555}{\sigma_0^2} = 127.419 > \chi^2_{149,0.1}$$

where $\sigma_0^2$ is the tested variance to be used in the phased valuation model for the given seed investment $K_0$. Although the resulting $\sigma_0^2 = 0.649$ is higher than the initial variance coefficient $\sigma_s^2 = 0.5675$, it will be subject to the Kalman filter, hence bringing it closer to the real volatility.

### 4.3 Results of the Investment Models

In this section we present the results obtained from the three investment models: the Single Investment Model, the Two-Phased Investment Model and the Two-Phased Investment Model with Kalman filter. Table 4.12 summarizes the main parameters of the models:

---

36 The variance to be tested must be defined according to the size of the sample. That is to say the bigger the sample, the closer the variance gets to the observed value.
By analyzing the equation for the parameter $\beta$ of the investment models, we can see that a lower volatility $\sigma$ increases the value of $\beta$. Furthermore, the optimal hedged capacity equations\(^{38}\) (equations 3.37 and 3.54) show that an increase in the value of $\beta$ reduces the ratio $\frac{\beta}{\beta - 1}$, hence lowering the value of the optimal hedged capacity on both models. Moreover, any decrease in the volatility will also decrease the value of the optimal hedged capacity via the convenience yield coefficient\(^{39}\). As a result, a lower volatility coefficient leads to a lower optimal hedged capacity, hence resulting in the anticipation of the investment decision.

To calculate the results for the single investment model, we started by determining the convenience yield necessary for the investment $\delta_s = 0.587$ (equation 3.12). Then, we determined the parameter $\beta_s = 1.146$ (equation 3.26). Using $\beta_s$, we calculated the optimal hedged capacity which triggers the investment decision $\theta^*_s = 0.726$ (equation 3.37). Lastly, we determined the expected moment of first passage with Ingersoll’s (1987) equation: $E[T^*] = 2.543$ (equation 3.38).

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transaction demand at valuation time</td>
<td>$D_0$</td>
<td>326.14k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planned capacity for transaction processing</td>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>18571.146k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum transaction capacity necessary</td>
<td>$K_m$</td>
<td>3390k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smallest seed investment transaction processing capacity</td>
<td>$K_0$</td>
<td>150k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial hedged capacity</td>
<td>$\theta_i$</td>
<td>0.0176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend rate coefficient</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>1.747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical volatility coefficient</td>
<td>$\sigma_h$</td>
<td>0.5327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial volatility coefficient</td>
<td>$\sigma_s$</td>
<td>0.7533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatility in the smallest seed investment $K_0 = 150k$</td>
<td>$\sigma_p$</td>
<td>0.806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected rate of return</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience yield for the single investment</td>
<td>$\delta_s$</td>
<td>0.587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience yield for the smallest seed investment $K_0 = 150k$</td>
<td>$\delta_p$</td>
<td>0.628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setup cost in USD</td>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>$33,465$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

### Table 4.12: Summary of the models’ parameters.

The phased investment approach starts by setting a theoretical seed investment production capacity. Such capacity must be higher than the smallest seed investment transaction processing capacity, since it must be enough to generate enough information about the market while being less than the current demand. The initial demand for the project was defined as $D_0$ equal to 326.14k, and the smallest investment size was defined as $K_0$ equal to 150k transactions. As a result, we considered the following

\(^{37}\)Equation for $\beta = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{\sigma^2} + \sqrt{\left(\frac{1}{\sigma^2} - \frac{1}{2}\right)^2 + \frac{2}{\sigma^2}}$.

\(^{38}\)The single investment model optimal hedged capacity was defined as $\theta^*_s = \frac{\beta_s}{\beta_s - 1} \delta_s \left(\frac{2c + kK}{2\rho} + a\right)$ and the optimal edged capacity for the phased investment model as $\theta^*_p = \frac{\beta_p}{\beta_p - 1} \delta_p \left[K \left(\frac{2c + kK}{2\rho} + a\right) + K_0 \left(\frac{2(m - c) - kK_0}{2\rho} + a\right)\right]$.

\(^{39}\)A lower volatility coefficient will lead to a lower convenience yield coefficient since $\delta = \alpha - \rho + \frac{\sigma^2}{2}$, therefore reducing the value of the optimal hedged capacity.

### Table 4.13: Outcome for the single investment model.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Convenience yield</th>
<th>Optimal hedged capacity</th>
<th>Time for investment (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.726</td>
<td>2.543</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

The phased investment approach starts by setting a theoretical seed investment production capacity.
seed investments’ production capacities in the interval [150k, 326.14k]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>$K_0 = 150k$</th>
<th>$K_0 = 200k$</th>
<th>$K_0 = 250k$</th>
<th>$K_0 = 300k$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed variance</td>
<td>$s^2$</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tested variance</td>
<td>$\sigma^2_p$</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>0.617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatility</td>
<td>$\sigma_p$</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td>0.785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience yield</td>
<td>$\delta_p$</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>0.618</td>
<td>0.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal hedged capacity</td>
<td>$\theta^*_p$</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time for investment in years</td>
<td>$E[T^*]$</td>
<td>2.668</td>
<td>2.634</td>
<td>2.608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value of the seed project in USD</td>
<td>$V_0(1,K_0)$</td>
<td>-8598.713</td>
<td>-11452.756</td>
<td>-14300.701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction demand at that time</td>
<td>$D_t$</td>
<td>14634.063k</td>
<td>14318.354k</td>
<td>14076.929k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.14: Outcome for the phased investment model for each seed investment’s size considered.

For each $K_0$ in table 4.14, we used equation 3.8 to determine the observed variance, followed by equation 3.43 for the tested variance\(^{40}\). Once the tested variance had been calculated, equation 3.12 was used to determine the convenience yield coefficient. With the convenience yield being set, we were able to calculate the $\beta_p$ parameter (equation 3.51). Moreover, after setting these variables we were able to determine the optimal hedged capacity with equation 3.54. Lastly, we determined the moment of first passage with Ingersoll’s (1987) equation (equation 3.38).

The seed investments listed in table 4.14 all have a higher volatility coefficient than the one set for the single investment model, resulting in a higher optimal hedged capacity, therefore in the delay of the project. This is where the Kalman filter comes in, exploring the use of the information gathered by the seed investment prototype to reduce the volatility on a weekly basis. To this end we must first find the weekly equivalents of the variance. For the project’s given annual historical variance $\sigma^2_h$, we can calculate its weekly equivalent with the following expression $\sigma^2_w = (\sqrt{\frac{\sigma^2}{\sqrt{n}}}^2)$ (Hull, 1999), with $n$ being the number of weeks, resulting in a $\sigma^2_w$ equal to 0.005457. With that being set, the Kalman filter equation 3.68 only requires us to define an initial value for the conditional variance $S_t$, since the mean value of the sample $\mu$ is equal to $\alpha$, and on a weekly basis, $\mu$ is equal to 0.0196. Epstein et al. (1999) argue we can use any initial value to $S_t$ because the Kalman filter corrects itself with the new information it receives\(^{41}\), so we will use $S_0$ equal to 1. In this approach, the project’s variance is now subject to the Kalman filter through $S_t$ and the standard deviation of the samples $\xi_t$, with $\xi_t$ evolving on a weekly basis $\xi_t = \sqrt{\frac{\sigma^2(2-\frac{1}{\sqrt{n}})}{\frac{n}{w}}}$, with $n$ being the number of weeks in a year. The following table shows the effect of the Kalman filter - by applying equation 3.68 - in the variance coefficient on a weekly basis for each of the seed investment production capacities:

\(^{40}\)The tested variances were subject to the Chi-Squared test, and for such investment sizes they all provide a higher volatility coefficient than the one set for the single investment model, although on a decreasing function.

\(^{41}\)An inadequate estimate for the first iteration of a Kalman filter will only require more iterations to converge.
Table 4.15: Impact of the Kalman filter on the seed investment models’ variance.

Table 4.14 indicates that, for a seed investment of a production capacity of \(K_0 = 150k\) transactions it would take 28 weeks to find the real variance coefficient, that is, the historical coefficient \(\sigma_h^2\) defined for the project. For \(K = 200k\) transactions, the Kalman filter would require 22 weeks instead of 28; for \(K = 250k\) transactions, it would take 19 weeks, while for \(K = 300k\) transactions, it would take 17 weeks to estimate the real volatility. Figure 4.3 shows the effect of the Kalman filter on the variance:

![Figure 4.3: Effect of the Kalman filter on the variance through time (weeks).](image)

We can see that the bigger the amount of transactions processed by the seed investment, the faster we find the real variance coefficient. This effect confirms that the information gathered from a seed investment depends on its size, although not linearly. We can also study the effect of the Kalman filter on the evolution of the optimal hedged capacity:
Table 4.16: Impact of the Kalman filter on the seed investment models’ optimal hedged capacity.

Table 4.16 shows a decreasing function of the optimal hedged capacity values when the seed investment size increases, even when they all consider the same variance coefficient. This can be intuitively justified by the negative cash flows generated by the prototypes (see table 4.14), which affect the optimal stochastic value and end up anticipating the expansion decision. These cash flows are negative because they all belong to the same interval of the cost function equation 4.3, which symbolizes that, for a reduced amount of transactions processed, the operational costs are higher than the margin per transaction processed\textsuperscript{42}. Next, table 4.17 shows the demand necessary to trigger the expansion decision:

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Week} & \textbf{$K_0 = 150k$} & \textbf{$K_0 = 200k$} & \textbf{$K_0 = 250k$} & \textbf{$K_0 = 300k$} \\
\hline
1 & 1.0067 & 1.0049 & 1.0031 & 1.0013 \\
2 & 0.7961 & 0.7915 & 0.7869 & 0.7824 \\
3 & 0.7293 & 0.7216 & 0.714 & 0.7064 \\
4 & 0.7016 & 0.6908 & 0.6801 & 0.6695 \\
5 & 0.686 & 0.6721 & 0.6584 & 0.6448 \\
6 & 0.6744 & 0.6574 & 0.6406 & 0.624 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
11 & 0.6258 & 0.5938 & 0.5624 & 0.5316 \\
12 & 0.6164 & 0.5815 & 0.5473 & 0.5177 \\
13 & 0.607 & 0.5692 & 0.5323 & 0.5113 \\
14 & 0.5977 & 0.5571 & 0.5195 & 0.5092 \\
15 & 0.5884 & 0.545 & 0.5124 & 0.5085 \\
16 & 0.5792 & 0.533 & 0.5101 & 0.5082 \\
17 & 0.57 & 0.5213 & 0.5093 & 0.5082 \\
18 & 0.5609 & 0.5135 & 0.509 & 0.5081 \\
19 & 0.5518 & 0.511 & 0.509 & 0.5081 \\
20 & 0.5428 & 0.5101 & 0.5089 & 0.5081 \\
21 & 0.5338 & 0.5098 & 0.5089 & 0.5081 \\
22 & 0.5248 & 0.5097 & 0.5089 & 0.5081 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
27 & 0.5106 & 0.5097 & 0.5089 & 0.5081 \\
28 & 0.5105 & 0.5097 & 0.5089 & 0.5081 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Optimal hedged capacities}
\end{table}

Table 4.17: Phased investment models’ demand values that trigger the expansion decision.

Table 4.17 shows a very similar value for the demand needed to trigger the investment decision. Yet, at the time of the expansion, the additional transactions satisfied by the expansion decision decreases as the seed investment increases, since the seed investment already installed a transaction processing capacity. In other words, a smaller seed investment points to a bigger amount of transactions processed\textsuperscript{42}.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Existing capacity $K_0$} & \textbf{Optimal hedged capacity} & \textbf{Demand $D_t$} & \textbf{Additional transactions satisfied} & \textbf{Timing of the investment} \\
\hline
150k & 0.5105 & 9480.57 & 9330.57 & 2.017 years \\
200k & 0.5097 & 9465.713 & 9265.713 & 2.014 years \\
250k & 0.5089 & 9450.856 & 9200.856 & 2.012 years \\
300k & 0.5081 & 9435.999 & 9135.999 & 2.009 years \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Phased investment models’ demand values that trigger the expansion decision.}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{42}According to our cash flow equation 3.7, and our cost function 4.3 for a production capacity under $K=2500$, the revenue from a transaction is actually less than the costs it bears.
once the expansion happens, provided the delay does not affect the growth of the demand. Moreover, they all point to an investment happening around the same time, with the difference being partially due to the effect of the costs they bear (see table 4.14) on the optimal hedged capacity. In short, the smallest investment ends up providing very similar results than the others while costing less, since they all belong to the same cost function degree. Also, the best timing for the investment is long after the time the seed investments take to determine the real variance (28 weeks in the worst scenario), so the investment can happen at the predetermined date even with the smallest seed investment.

Figure 4.4 represents the cumulative cash flows of the investment project depending on the timing of the investment $E[T]$. In it we can see the value rises through time until it reaches a point of inflection, which represents the maximization of the project, and then starts declining over time:

![Figure 4.4: Value of the project depending on the timing of the investment. Time in months. SIM stands for single investment model and PIM for phased investment model.](image)

The rise prior to the inflection point is justified by the growth rate in the industry, which over time increases the amount of transactions processed and therefore increases the value of the project. However, the decline after the inflection point represents the forfeit cash flows for delaying the project too long. Lastly, the point of inflection from figure 4.4 represents the ideal timing for the investment, since it maximizes the value of the project.

We can use figure 4.4 for the analysis of the investment models. On one hand, the single investment model aims for an investment happening in 2.543 years, or 30.516 months, which is six months after the optimal timing of the ideal investment. Such timing comes after the ideal, representing a loss in cash flows for delaying the project too much. On the other hand, the phased investment models aim for an investment happening from 2.017 to 2.009 years, or around 25 months, which is the timing expected for the ideal investment. This is due to the seed investment’s capacity to generate information about the market, hence reducing its volatility gradually until it reaches the same value as the real volatility. In other words, the information gathered by the seed investment ends up anticipating the investment six months, turning the venture more profitable.

In our assumptions, following Lint & Pennings (2001), we considered a technology life cycle of four years.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

Considering a lack of proper valuation techniques in technology based start-ups, we decided to suggest a different approach for their valuation. To this end it was necessary to research about the definition of a NTBF\(^1\), the companies’ life-cycles and the valuation models. Due to the limitations of the traditional models, a Real Options valuation seemed the most suitable. Hence, this paper proposes a two phased Real Options model, and the use of the Kalman filter to reduce the estimates of the volatility of the market.

Paydiant belongs to an emerging market characterized by uncertainty. The proximity mobile payment industry has been growing with the launch of prototypes by Paydiant, Google, Paypal, Square and others. Different technologies are being incorporated into these wallets and tested, such as Near Field Communication, visual QR codes\(^2\), SMS and USSD\(^3\) codes. Market studies predict this type of transactions will keep rising at huge\(^4\) growth rates for the next five years, albeit with a lot of variation between market studies. Such uncertainty makes this industry attractive for this type of valuation.

Any investment is typically irreversible, but can be delayed until more favorable conditions are present Dixit & Pindyck (1994). In a phased investment model, the seed investment will provide information about the market and may allow the manager to take advantage of good outcomes when they become apparent. The seed investment will serve as a way of retrieving information about the market, hence reducing the volatility, which in turn will anticipate the time of investment. Furthermore, the Kalman filter may be applied to the phased investment model to further reduce the volatility, achieving even better results. Although the economic uncertainty of a project is exogenous to traditional models, under a Real Options valuation the uncertainty becomes dependent on the size of the seed investment.

When considering an investment of high level investment, we consider two alternatives: a single investment that covers the whole expected demand, and a phased investment where there is a seed investment with a follow-on investment. In the second case, the seed investment acts as a source of information about the market, providing some insight about the moment and size of the expansion.

---

\(^1\) New Technology Based Firm

\(^2\) Quick Response Code, a two-dimensional bar code which can be read by scanners or cameras in devices.

\(^3\) Unstructured Supplementary Service Data, a protocol used by GSM cellular phones to communicate with the service provider’s computers.

\(^4\) As an example, eMarketer expects an annual growth rate of about 175\% in proximity payments.
decision. By using a real options perspective, we can identify the critical value of the hedged capacity that triggers the expansion decision while considering the volatility associated to it. In a Real Options perspective, this seed investment is the price of the expansion decision, whose goal is to satisfy the expected demand.

The phased investment model approach to a technology based start-up, Paydiant, provides a more adequate valuation when compared to the single investment model. Moreover, the use of Kalman filter allows for the faster estimation of the volatility, therefore anticipating the definition of the best timing for the investment. Furthermore, considering the circumstances of Paydiant’s market, the model ends up anticipating the investment decision. Also, the amount of capital needed to invest in the prototype will always be smaller than investing in the project as a whole, making the decision about the investment easier. This study shows the advantages of the seed investment in the financing process of technology based companies. It achieves this by applying advanced valuation techniques, and then it validates the theoretical results through the use of Monte Carlo simulation.
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